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Introduction 
 

 

This document describes the functionality of the WDCAP program via internet. 
This program is hosted in NL and used by the partners all over the world. 

The main advantage of this program is that there is nothing installed on the partner PC/ network and 
you always use the most recent version of the program. 

All documents are created in pdf format which means that a pdf viewer should be present on your PC. 

Id this viewer is not yet installed you can get this viewer via http://get.adobe.com/reader/ 
 

On top of all screens the button bar: 
 

 

 
  1     2     3        4      5     6     7         8     9    10        11    12   13   14       15       16    17     18 
 

 

Nr Button Description 

1 Back Go back to the previous screen 

2 Home Go back to the start screen 

3 Query Activate a detail screen without possibility to perform changes 

4 New This button makes it possible to enter a new child. 

5 Edit This button makes it possible to modify an existing child. 

6 Delete This button makes it possible to delete a child. 

7 Save After pressing this button the things that are changed on the screen are 

updated in the database. If there are multiple save options sometimes links 
like "Apply all" are available. 

8 Cut This button results in the deletion of the data that is selected. The data is 
placed on the “Clipboard” and can be “pasted” in other applications or other 

screens. 

9 Copy This button results in placing the selected data on the “clipboard” after which 
it can be “pasted” in other applications or in other screens. 

10 Paste This button results in pasting the data that is on the “clipboard” on the active 

place on the screen. 

11 First This button displays the first selected child (if child search is used) 

12 Previous This button displays the previous selected child (if child search is used) 

13 Next This button displays the next selected child (if child search is used) 

14 Last This button displays the last selected child  (if child search is used) 

15 Refresh Refresh the screen 

16 History Display history (if available) 

17 Print  Activate the "Print documents" screen of the current child 

18 Help Activate a webpage with the helpfile and the release notes 
If this button is flashing there is a new message for you. This could also be 

message that a new release is installed and then also the release notes are 
available via this button. 

 

  

http://get.adobe.com/reader/
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Nr Button Description 

1 System **TEST** = testsystem / **PROD** = Production 

2 Language Allows to switch between the available languages English, French and Spanish 

3 Username Name of the current user 

4 Logoff Ends the session and return to the login screen 
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WDC000 - Login 
 

 

The program can be started via the webbrowser with the following link:  
https://wdcap.woordendaad.nl 

 
The following screen should appear: (If this screen does not appear then contact the W&D helpdesk 

via wdcap@woordendaad.nl ) 

This emailadress can also be used in case of questions or problems. If you send an email then please 
attach a screenprint and mentioned date and time in case of an error. 

 

 
 

There is also a testversion of the program available via the following link:  

https://wdcap-test.woordendaad.nl 
If you use this link (You will see **TEST** at the top of the screen) the updates do not influence the 

production system. 
 

The first user ID and password to access the database will be supplied by W&D. 
New users can be added by the administrator inside the organization or by W&D. 

See WDC760 

 
The user ID and password are case sensitive and both uppercase and lowercase characters are 

allowed.  
It is not allowed that the new password is only 1 character different from the previous password. 

The new password must contain at least one uppercase character and one lowercase character and 

one punctuation mark (like . , ! etc.)  
After 5 attempts to login with a wrong password WDCAP is blocked 1 hour. 

 
If the user ID and password are entered it is possible to press the Enter button on the keyboard or 

the Login button with the mouse. 
 

If the username or the password is wrong you received error message: "User unknown or password 

wrong"  
If the password is expired (after 90 days) you get the message "Password expired" and you will be 

redirected to the password change screen WDC002 where you can enter a new password. 
 

If the password is expired more than 180 days the password is too old and it is no longer possible to 

login. In this case you get the error message: "Your account is no longer valid" and you must contact 
the W&D helpdesk via wdcap@woordendaad.nl ) 

 
Most of the dates and times in the database are taken from the user PC. The PC date must be the 

same as the server date or can be one day back or forward. If the difference is more than 1 day you 
get the error message: "Please correct the date / time of your PC and login again" 

 

 
Password forgotten 

 
If the "Password Forgotten?" link is pressed and the User ID is not entered then you get error 

message: "This action is only allowed if User ID is supplied" 

https://wdcap.woordendaad.nl/
mailto:wdcap@woordendaad.nl
https://wdcap-test.woordendaad.nl/
mailto:wdcap@woordendaad.nl
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If user ID is entered then you get the message: "New password will be sent to you via email" and you 

will receive an email with the new password. (The email is sent to the already defined email address 

which belongs to the user ID) 
 

 
 

WDC002 - Change password 
 
 

This screen is activated via the login screen if the program reports that the password is expired or if 

the user clicks on the login name at the right side of the button bar at the top of the screen and then 
the Change Password link.. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
If the current password is not entered correct you get the error message: "Current password wrong" 

If the new password on lines 2 and 3 are not the same you get the error message "New password is 
not confirmed properly" 

If the new password is too short (less than 6 characters) you get the error message "Password too 

short (enter at least 6 characters)" 
If the new password is already used in the past (one of the last 10 passwords) then you get the error 

message: "The new password is not allowed, it is already used in the past" 
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WDC010 - Initialize screen after startup 
 

If the login was successful the screen looks as follows. (depending on the permissions) 

This screen is also activated if you press the home button (second button in the buttonbar) 
 

 
 

Menu entries on the left side of the screen: 
 

Quick search Child search via child number or child name of CK group 

Advanced search Child search via project, school, sponsor , CK group etc 
Schools and Classes Overview of all schools, classes and children 

Messages  Messages from and to W&D 
Worklist Todo list (new children, new greetings, new sponsors etc.) 

Actions Greetings to sponsor, Measures, New schoolyear, Class results, 
Greetings from sponsor, CK groups 

Reporting Classes, Selections, Left children contact details, Child leaving, 

Greetings from sponsors, Education statistics, School totals 
General Setup, Donors, Schools, Classes, Code lists, Users 

 
 

Selection list with organizations 

 
The selection list contains all allowed organizations for the active user. 

Usually this is only one organization but sometimes it is allowed that one user has access to the 
children of multiple organizations. 

 

Last opened 
 

To allow the user to switch quickly to a previous child in the current session there is a list of the last 
activated children and search results. If a new session is started the last 10 children from the previous 

WDCAP session are copied to this session. 
 

 

Dashboard 
 

If WDCAP is started then automatically the dashboard screen is displayed. It can also be activated via 
the “Home” button (see below)  
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The dashboard contains the following information: 
 

Donor selection  

 

 
 
This donor selection is only visible if there are multiple donors. 

If a donor is selected the dashboard is refreshed and contains only the details of the selected donor. 
 

Reporting deadlines 

 

 
 

This overview contains a selection  of the reporting deadlines that were entered via General / 

Dashboard. (see the end of this document) 
This can be first greeting letter, second greeting letter, photos, progress reports, new schoolyear. 

The dashboard screen contains the approved calendars starting 3 months from the due date and if all 
greetings and photos etc. are received by Woord en Daad the lines are removed from the desktop. 

 
The column To do contains the reminders that were in worklist 16 in the previous WDCAP versions. 

This number is refreshed every night (with new reporting deadlines if applicable) and also immediately 

if new greetings etc. are entered in WDCAP. 
 

The column Reminders W&D contains the reminders that were in worklist 18 in the previous WDCAP 
versions. These reminders are periodically sent by the sponsoring department of W&D and are 

refreshed every night (if W&D has received the greetings etc.) 

“New schoolyear” entry delays will only be visible in column To do and not in Reminders W&D. 
 

Please note that worklist 16 and worklist 18 are replaced by what is described above. 
 

“New schoolyear” entry delays will only be visible in column To do and not in Reminders W&D. The 
Reminders W&D column will always remain empty. 

 

When you click on the numbers in the columns ‘To do’ or ‘Reminders W&D’ (if > 0) you get a screen 
with the totals per school and if you click on a school you see a specification with the children in that 

school where the reporting deadline is passed. If this specification is activated via column To do it is 
possible to select (checkbox) that the greetings and photos are sent (progress reports and new 

schoolyear need to be entered via the usual programs)  

 
Planning 
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This overview shows the budget and real number of children and the difference and also if applicable 

the buffer. This overview is refreshed real time. 
The real number of children is the total number of children with status 1 (sent to donor), 2 (accepted 

to donor) ,  4 (sponsored) , 5 (sponsoring fund) , 7 (22+ supported by donor)  
Via the history link it is possible to generate an excel file with the totals per day. 

 

Worklist 
 

This overview contains the outstanding worklists (It is the same overview as “Worklist” via the main  
menu at the left side of the screen. 

 

 
 

Messages 
 

This overview contains the outstanding messages (It is the same selection as “Messages” via the main  
menu at the left side of the screen. 

 

 
 

W&D News 
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WDC020 - User details 
 
 

This screen is activated if the user clicks on the link "Logged in as ….." in the heading line 
This screen allows the user to change some personal details 

 
 

 
 

 
Part 1: User details 

 

The first part of the screen contains some userdetails. 
 

1.1 Userid Current user (cannot be changed) 

1.2 Organization Current organization (cannot be changed) 

1.3 Username Name of the user  

1.4 Language Available languages Dutch, English, French, Spanish 

1.5 Email address Required if the "Password forgotten" link is pressed on the login screen 

1.6 Search User is allowed to use menu option Child (advanced) search 

1.7 Schools User is allowed to use menu option Schools and classes 

1.8 Messages User is allowed to use menu option Messages from donor. 
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1.9 Worklist User is allowed to use menu option Worklist 

1.10 Actions User is allowed to use menu option Actions 

1.11 Reporting User is allowed to use menu option Reporting 

1.12 General User is allowed to use menu option General 

 
It is allowed to change the name of the user, the language and the email address. (After clicking on 

the edit button in the toolbar). 
After changing these fields on the screen press the save button in the buttonbar to store the changes 

in the database. 

 
 

Part 2: Allowed organizations 
 

The second part of the screen contains a table with the organizations which are visible for the user. 
It is also visible if the user has full permissions on the children of all schools of an organization. 

 

2.1 Number Number of the organization (f.i. 3201 for CDA Colombia) 

2.2 Name Name of the organization 

2.3 Allowed to read all schools Is the user allowed to see the children in all schools 

2.4 Allowed to add new schools Is the user allowed to add new children in all schools 

2.5 Allowed to modify all schools Is the user allowed to modify children in all schools 

2.6 Allowed to delete all schools Is the user allowed to delete children in all schools 

 

 
Part 3: Allowed schools 

 

 
 

If the user selects an organization (Via the Select button at the end of each organization) then the 
available schools for the selected organization are displayed at the bottom of the screen. 

These schools are only displayed if the user does not have access to all schools as mentioned on the 
previous page. In that case it is possible at school level to define if the user has access. 
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3.1 Number Number of the school 

3.2 Name Name of the school 

3.3 Allowed to read children Is the user allowed to see the children in this school 

3.4 Allowed to add children Is the user allowed to add new children in this school 

3.5 Allowed to modify children Is the user allowed to modify children in this school 

3.6 Allowed to delete children Is the user allowed to delete children in this school 
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Change password 

 

If this link is pressed the change password screen is activated (seeWDC002) 
 

 
Program permissions 

 

If this link is pressed display the screen below to see the programs which are allowed for the user. 
If a new user is added then the initial permissions are defined by the following settings: 

 

 
 
It is possible for every program to define if a user can use this program but usually the main settings 

(Search / Schools / Messages / Worklist / Actions / Reporting / General) are sufficient. 
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WDC100 - Quick search 
 

 

 
 
 

 

On the first entry field on the screen (left menu) the user is able to enter a (part of the) child number 
or (part of) the name of the child or family.  

 
If no children are selected then you get the message: "No children selected"  

 

If only one child is selected then the child detail screen (WDC200) is activated. 
 

If multiple rows are selected then you get a list with the selected children (WDC110) 
 

 

 

WDC101 - Advanced search 
 

 
The following screen is displayed if the user activates menu link "Advanced search"  
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All selection fields on the right side of the screen are blank if this screen is started via the Advanced 

search link. If this screen is activated after the selection results screen or a child detail screen is 
closed then re-activate the screen with the last used values. 

 
The following search criteria can be used to limit the search of children. 

 

1 Organization Use the selection list at the left side in the menu to switch to another 
organization (if allowed) 

2 Donor In the case that the organization works with multiple donors it is possible to 

limit the search to the children of one donor. 

3 School Allows to limit the search to children of one school / project. 

4 Class from Allows to limit the search to children of one class or multiple classes (in 

combination with the next option Class until) 

5 Class until Allows to limit the search to children of one class or multiple classes (in 

combination with the previous option Class from) 

6 Specialization Allows to limit the search to children with the same specialization  
(Specializations can be entered via Menu General / Code lists) 

7 Status Allows to limit the search to children with a specific status 

(Accepted by donor, Sponsoring fund , Entered, History, Not accepted by 
donor, Sent to Donor, Sponsored, Too old for new sponsor, 22 + years old, 

supported by donor, 22+ years old, not supported by donor.) 

8 Religion Allows to limit the search to children with the selected religion  
(Religion can be entered via Menu General / Code lists) 

9 Occupation 

father 

Allows to limit the search to children where the father has the selected 

occupation  
(Occupations can be entered via Menu General / Code lists) 

10 Occupation 
mother 

Allows to limit the search to children where the mother has the selected 
occupation  

(Occupations can be entered via Menu General / Code lists) 

11 Number Allows to enter (part of) a child number (W&D number or Partner number or 
official ID number) 

12 Child name Allows to enter 2 words for search on first name (if 2 words are entered then 

both words must be present in the first name. 

13 Family name Allows to enter 2 words for search on family name (if 2 words are entered 
then both words must be present in the family name. 

14 Village Allows to enter 2 words for search on village (if 2 words are entered then 
both words must be present in the village. 

15 Active Only active = only children which are still in the projects / schools  

Only history = only children which left the projects / schools 
Both = All children 

17 Boy-Girl Boys + girls = All children 

Boys = Only boys are selected 
Girls = Only girls are selected 

18 Sponsoring All children  

Only sponsored children (status sponsored , sponsoring fund and Too old) 
Only not sponsored children 

19 Type All children 

Only group sponsoring  
Only individual sponsoring 

Only buffer children 

20 Sponsor 

name 

Allows to enter 2 words for search on sponsor name (if 2 words are entered 

then both words must be present in the sponsor name. 

21 Free text Allows to enter 2 words for search on free text (if 2 words are entered then 
both words must be present in the free text. 

22 Date of birth 

between 

It is possible to select a range of birthdates (can be entered via the keyboard 

or the Calender selection buttons 
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23 Age from / 
until 

Allows to search on the child age as alternative for search on date of birth 

24 Date of 

joining 
between 

It is possible to select a range of joining dates (can be entered via the 

keyboard or the Calender selection buttons 

 
 

If no children are selected then you get the message: "No children selected"  

 
If only one child is selected then the child detail screen (WDC200) is activated. 

 
If multiple rows are selected then you get a list with the selected children (WDC110) 

 

If there is a CK group number entered (field 22) then the screen with all children in the CK group 
(WDC150) is activated. 

 
 

 
 

WDC110 - Selected children 
 

 
This screen contains the selected children via the quick search (WDC100) and advanced search 

(WDC101) if more than 1 child is selected. 
 

 
 

The first line of the screen contains "Number of children selected"  with a count of the selected 
children. 

The initial sequence of children is on child number but it is possible to click on the heading of every 
column to sort in another sequence. 

 
If you click on a child then the Child details are displayed. (WDC200) 

 

If you click on Excel an excel file is created with the same info as on the screen  
If you click on Print a document is created with the same info as on the screen  

 
 

 

WDC120 - Schools and classes 
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This program creates a tree with the selected organizations, schools and children 

 

 
 

 
If you click on one of the organizations you get a new screen with the schools within the organization 

with the totals of sponsored, not sponsored, child care fund, too old etc. (WDC121) 
If you click on the + before one of the organizations you get a list with the schools within the 

organization (see below) 
 

 
 

 
If you click on one of the schools you get a list with the classes (with total , boys, girls) within the 

organization (WDC130) 
If you click on the + before one of the schools you get a list with the classes within the organization 

(see below) 
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If you click on one of the classes you get a list with the (active) children in the selected class. (see 

below) including the type of sponsoring (Individual sponsoring , Group sponsoring) 
 

 

 
 

If you click on one of the children then the child details screen is activated (WDC200) 
 

 

WDC121 - Total of all schools 
 

 
 

This screen is activated if the user clicks on the organization name in the tree with organizations and 
schools. (WDC121) or School details (WDC721) 

 
 

Print 
 

With this link a pdf print is created with the same info as on the screen (all schools) 

 
 

Class totals  
 

With this link a screen is activated with the class totals. (WDC130) 

 
 

Greeting totals 
 

With this link a screen is activated with the greeting totals (WDC140)  
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WDC130 - Totals of all classes 
 

 
 
This screen is activated if the user clicks on the Class totals link on the screen with school totals . 

(WDC121) 

 
 

 

WDC140 - Totals of all greetings 
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This screen is activated if the user clicks on the Greetings statistics link on the screen with school 
totals. (WDC121) 

 

It is possible to browse through the schools via the Previous and Next buttons 
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WDC200 - Child details 
 

 

 
 
This is the main screen with child information which can be activated from different other screens. 

 

On the first line of the screen there are several links to start other (child related) screens. (These 
options were in  the previous version of WDCAP available via the "Actions" link.) 

 

0.1 Send message to donor Activates WDC261 to send a message to the donor about the 
activated child. 

0.2 Transfer child to other 

school 

Activates WDC263 to transfer the child to another school 

0.3 Child leaving Activates WDC264 to report that the child left the school  

0.4 Print documents Activates WDC266 where it is possible to print several child 

related reports. This option can also be started via the printer 
button in the button bar 

0.5 Progress report Activates WDC259 to add or modify a progress report for the 

activated child 

0.6 Greetings Activates WDC257 with the greetings history of all greetings to 

and from the sponsor. 

 
 

1.1 Child number Child number from the partner and W&D (if different) 

1.2 Donor W&D, AMG or other donors (if applicable) 

1.3 Group sponsoring Indication that the child is sponsored in a group 

These children are not sent to W&D  

1.4 Buffer child Indication that the child is already prepared to be sent to W&D 
and will be sent if other children leave the project.  

   

1.10 First name First name of the child 
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1.11 Boy Girl Boy or girl 

1.12 Family name Family name 

1.13 Link Family details Activates WDC210 - Family details 

1.14 Date of birth Date of birth of the child 

1.15 Estimated Checked if the birthday is estimated 

1.16 Age Calculated age of the child 

1.17 Status Status of the child 

0 entered 
1 sent to donor 

2 accepted by donor 
3 not accepted by donor 

4 sponsored 

5 sponsoring fund 
6 too old for new sponsor 

7 22+ supported by W&D 
8 22+ not supported by W&D 

20 Education only 

99 history 

1.18 Residential / dayschooler Residential / dayschooler 

   

2.1 School Number and name of the school 

2.2 Specialization Description of the specialization 

2.3 In project since In project since 

2.4 Class Name of the class 

2.5 Link School history Activates WDC220 - School history 

2.7 Date leaving Date the child left the project / school 

2.8 Link Leaving details Activates WDC225 - Leaving details 

   

3.1 Religion Name of the religion 

3.2 Link Child history Activates WDC230 - Child history 

3.3 Free text Free text field 

3.4 Link Photos Activates WDC233 with all available photos of the child 

3.5 Link Files Activates WDC234 with all available files of the child 

3.6 Health Description of the health of the child 

3.7 Link Health details Activates WDC245 - Health details 

3.8 Additional info Extra text to describe health issues (if present) 

   

3.9 Sponsor Name of the sponsor (if sponsored) 

3.10 Link Sponsor details Activates WDC255 - Sponsor details 

This link is greyed if there is no sponsor information and the 

donor is Woord en Daad. 

3.11 Favorite play activity Mandatory field 

3.12 Main characteristics Select one or more characteristics to describe the child 

   

3.13 Link Living situation 
details 

Activates WDC250 – full living circumstances text 

3.14 Link Contact details In case the child has left the school it is possible to see / enter 
the contact details of the student 

Activates WDC264A – Student contact details 

 
 

 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 

New If this button is pressed activate WDC201 where the user can enter a new child. 

Edit If this button is pressed the current child is locked for update. 
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The user is able to modify the fields where this is allowed and if the user presses 
the Save button the database is updated. 

If the user has entered some values and tries to leave the screen without saving 
changes then ask the user if changes must be saved. 

Delete Deletion is only allowed if the child status = 0 (entered)  

Save Perform database updates  if there were changes on the screen 

Previous Next Browse through selected children  

 

 

 

WDC201 - New Child  
 

 
 

This screen allows the user to enter a new Child 
 

1.1 School The selection list contains all schools. The initial value is the last used 

school. 

1.2 Child number The organization number + school number + the next free number 

1.3 First name  

1.4 Boy Girl Initial value is what is defined at school level (see WDC721) 

1.5 Donor The selection list contains all defined donors (see WDC710) 
The initial value comes from the donor that is defined for the school 

1.6 Date of birth  

1.7 Age Automatically calculated (cannot be changed) 

1.8 Estimated Check if the date of birth is estimated 

1.9  Group sponsoring Check this field if the child is sponsored via a group  

1.12 Residential / 

dayschooler 

Initial value is what is defined at school level (see WDC721) 
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2.1 Class The selection list contains all defined classes for the selected school 
(see WDC732) 

2.3 Specialization The selection list contains all defined Specializations (see WDC740) 

2.4 Free text  

2.5 In project since Initial value from previous child 

2.6 Living situation Via link ”Click here to enter living situation details” (see below) a 

screen is activated to allow the entry of the living situation of the child  

   

3.1 Religion The selection list contains all defined Religions (see WDC740) 

3.2 Health The selection list contains all defined Health types (see WDC740) 

3.3 Additional info Extra text to describe health issues (if present) 

3.4 Favorite play 
activity 

Mandatory field 

3.5  Main characteristics Select one or more characteristics to describe the child 

4.1 Child photo Press the paper clip to select the photo of the child (Without photo it 
is not allowed to send a new child to W&D) 

 

 

 
 

In order to improve the quality of information that we send to sponsors about the living situations of 

the children, we have designed 4 relevant questions. See screen-print above. In total these questions 
give a good picture of the living situation, so please fill them all with information.  

The answer of the 4 questions will be combined to 1 description. Sponsors won’t see the 4 different 
questions. So please make sure you don’t answer the questions with only a ‘yes’, but shortly repeat 

what the question is about  
For example: 

Question 2: ‘Please tell the sponsor something about the house: for example: is there sanitation 

facilities? Which relatives are living in the house? 
Please DO answer like: In the house of the family a bathroom with a toilet is available. The child lives 

with his parents, 3 brothers and 2 sisters. (…) 
Please DON’T answer like: ‘yes there is sanitation available’ 

 

 
 

Link Education only 
 

Via this link it is possible to enter a new child with a very limited set of fields. These children are only 

in the database for the education statistics and are not sent to W&D. (See WDC203) 
 

 
 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 
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Save Perform database updates. If database updates are performed activate WDC200 
to allow the user to finish the child / family  

If the child photo is also uploaded a quality screen is activated (See WDC202)  

 
If the new child is added then the child must be completed by adding the family details 

This can be done via the “new family” screen that is activated automatically if the new child is saved. 
An overview with the children without family details can be found in worklist 17 (see WDC417) 

 
If a new child has been entered and the next child is entered then Class, In project since and Health 

are copied from the previous entered child as suggestion for the new child but it is possible to change 

this initial value. 
 

 

WDC202 – New/existing child – quality check  
 

If a new child is entered or an existing child is modified the screen above is activated where you can 
check if the relevant child details (boy/girl / living situation / photo etc.) are correct.  

If you select Yes for both questions the updates are saved. If you select No for one of the 2 questions 

the updates are not saved in  the database. 
 

 

 
 
 

There are now 4 questions (see below) that all have to checked and answered and only if all 4 

questions are answered with yes the new child updates are accepted. 
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WDC203 – New child – education only / GAP 
 

 

 
 

This screen allows the user to enter a new Child with a limited set of details. These children will only 
be used for educational statistics and will not be sent to W&D. 

 

1.1 School The selection list contains all schools. The initial value is the last used 
school. 

1.2 Child number  The organization number + school number + the next free number 

1.3 First name First name of the child 

1.4 Boy Girl Initial value is what is defined at school level (see WDC721) 

1.5 Family name Family name (special screen with family details is not used) 

1.6 Date of birth Date of birth of the child 

1.7 Age Automatically calculated (cannot be changed) 

1.8 Class The selection list contains all defined classes for the selected school 
(see WDC732) 

1.9 In project since Initial value from previous child 

1.10 Type Education only or GAP 

 

 

 
Link Import via Excel 

 
Via this link you can import an excel file with new or modified children. The program will add the new 

children and update the modified children. Validation errors must be solved before the XLS is handled. 

The XLS should contain the following columns: 
 

Column Label Checks 

A Child_number Mandatory 

B School_number Mandatory and school must exist 

C First_name Mandatory 

D Family_name Mandatory 

E Date_of_birth Mandatory 

F Male_female Mandatory M/F 

G In_project_since Mandatory 

H Class_code Mandatory and class must exist 

I School_year If entered then the schoolyear must be defined via 
General / Setup / link Schoolyears 

J Code_continuation If entered the code must have one of the following 

values: 
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1 Promoted to next grade 
2 Repetition 

3 Leaving the program 
11 Successful completion final grade, no continuation 

12 Successful completion final grade + further education 

K Code_dropout If entered the code must have one of the following 
values: 

1 Financial constraints 
2 Social cultural reasons / mindset 

3 Low achievement of the child at school 

4 Quality and relevance of education 
5 Health/personal issues 

6 Marriage / pregnancy 
7 Migration 

8 Practical reasons 

9 Other 

L Code_dropout_continuation If entered the code must have one of the following 

values: 
2 Continue to same education other school 

3 Found a paid job 

4 (Works) at home 
5 Child is under medical treatment 

6 Other, please specify 
7 Situation is unknown 

M Date_dropout If entered this must be a valid date 

N Text_dropout_explanation Optional 

O Text_dropout_continuation Optional 

P Street_name_number Optional 

Q Village Optional 

R Telephone_number Optional 

S Jobname Optional 

T Company Optional 

 

 

WDC210 - Family details 
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This screen allows the user to see and modify family details and is started from WDC200 
 

1.1 Child number Number of the child 

1.2 Child name Name of the child (incl. family name) 

1.3 Family name Name of the family 

   

2 Father  

2.1 Name Name of the father 

2.2 Passed Away   

2.3 Occupation The selection list contains all defined Occupations (see 

WDC740) 

2.4 Income amount  

2.5 Currency  

2.6 Period of income The selection list contains None / Daily, Weekly, Monthly, 

Yearly 

2.7 Religion The selection list contains all defined Religions (see WDC740) 

   

3 Mother Select WDCAP_FAMILY_MEMBER where FAMILY_ID from 

WDCAP_FAMILY and ROLE = 2 
For the rest it is the same as Father 

4 Housing  

4.1 Type The selection list contains all defined Housing types (see 
WDC740) 

4.2 Number of rooms  

4.3 Street street name & street number 

4.4 Village  

4.5 Variable 1 screentext can be defined with WDC701 

4.6 Variable 2 screentext can be defined with WDC701 

4.7 Variable 3 screentext can be defined with WDC701 

5.1 Lives with The selection list contains all defined Lives with types (see 
WDC740) 

5.2 Time to school (min) Minutes 
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5.3 Transport to school This is a mandatory field. The selection list contains all defined 
Transport types (see WDC740) 

5.4 Water at home Select Yes or No 

5.5 Electricity at home Select Yes or No 

5.6 Parent situation Select 1 parent family / 2 parent family or Orphan 

5.7 Time to water (min) Minutes 

6.1 Family members entered at Dates is calculated to calculate the current age of the family 

members 

 

 
 

At the bottom of the screen is a table with all family members except the father and mother and the 

active child : 
 

7.1 Sequence number  

7.2 Name Name of the child, parent, brother, sister etc. 

7.3 Date of birth  

7.4 Age   

7.5 R/S Father / Mother 

Brother / Sister 
Grandfather / Grandmother 

Uncle / Aunt / Nephew / Niece 

7.6 Remarks  

7.7 Reg.nr. Registration number of the child (or brother / sister) 

7.8 School  

7.9 Class  

 Link New member Activate WDC214 to enter a new member of the family 

 Link Delete member If the user tries to delete the father or the mother: "Deletion 

of father and mother not allowed" 
Else warning message: "OK to delete this family member?" 

 Link Change member Allows the user to change a member of the family 

 

 
 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 

New If this button is pressed activate WDC213 where the user can enter a new 

family. 

Edit If this button is pressed the current family is locked for update. 
The user is able to modify the fields where this is allowed  

Save Perform database updates if there were changes on the screen 

 
 

 

WDC213 - New family  
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This screen allows the user to add family details for a new family and is started from the family details 
link on the child details screen WDC200 

 

 

1 Family name Family name 

2 Father  

2.1 Name Name of the father 

2.2 Passed away  

2.3 Occupation The selection list contains all defined Occupations (see 

WDC740) 

2.4 Income amount  

2.5 Currency  

2.6 Period of income The selection list contains None / Daily, Weekly, Monthly, 

Yearly 

2.7 Religion The selection list contains all defined Religions (see WDC740) 

3 Mother Select WDCAP_FAMILY_MEMBER where FAMILY_ID from 

WDCAP_FAMILY and ROLE = 2 
For the rest it is the same as Father 

4 Housing  

4.1 Type The selection list contains all defined Housing types (see 

WDC740) 

4.2 Number of rooms  

4.3 Street treet name & street number 

4.4 Village  

4.5 Variable 1 screentext can be defined with WDC701 

4.6 Variable 2 screentext can be defined with WDC701 

4.7 Variable 3 screentext can be defined with WDC701 

5.1 Lives with The selection list contains all defined Lives with types (see 
WDC740) 

5.2 Time to school (min) Minutes 

5.3 Transport to school This is a mandatory field. The selection list contains all defined 

Transport types (see WDC740) 

5.4 Water at home Select Yes or No 

5.5 Electricity at home Select Yes or No 
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5.6 Parent situation Select 1 parent family / 2 parent family or Orphan 

5.7 Time to water (min) Minutes 

6.1 Family members entered at Dates is calculated to calculate the current age of the family 

members 

 

 

 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 

Save Perform database updates  

 
If this child was mentioned in worklist 17 (incomplete children) this entry is deleted. 

Finally the child is added to worklist 1 (new children not yet sent to donor) see WDC401 
 

 

WDC214 - New family member 
 

 

 
 
 

This screen allows the user to add a new family member for an existing family and is started from 

WDC210 (Link New member) 
 

 

1.1 Name Name of the family member 

1.2 R/S Father / Mother 

Brother / Sister 

Grandfather / Grandmother 
Uncle / Aunt / Nephew / Niece 

1.3 Income amount  

1.4 Date of birth If this field is entered then the next field is not allowed 

1.5 Age If this field is entered then the previous field is not allowed 

1.8 Birth place  

1.9 Remarks  
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1.10 Lives in the house Does this member live in the house (to calculate the number of people 
in the house) 

 

 
 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 

Save Perform database updates  

 

 
 

 

WDC220 - School history 
 

 

 
 

This screen contains the history of schools, classes, and specializations. 
If you select a line in the table you see the continuation and dropout details of the child that are used 

for the education statistics. Some details can be modified. 
 

Possible values of the selection boxes: 

 

1 Continuation code If entered the code must have one of the following 

values: 
1 Promoted to next grade 

2 Repetition 

3 Leaving the program 
11 Successful completion final grade, no continuation 

12 Successful completion final grade + further education 

 
 

If for an education only child (child status 20) the Continuation code is modified to any of the values 
3,11 then the child status is set to 99 (inactive) 

 

It is possible to add / modify / delete lines in the school history. 
 

If you add a new line in the school history the program asks if the class that was selected for the new 
history line should also be saved in the child details.  
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WDC225 - Leaving details 
 

 

 
 

This screen contains the details if the child left the school and allows modification of these details. 

 
If a child leaves the project this can be entered via WDC200 (Link Child leaving) 

 
 

 

WDC230 - Child history 
 

This screen displays a history log of all changes for the child 
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This screen contains an overview of all changes which are applied for the current child. 

The history is automatically created for all changes in the child- and family attributes. 
 

Link Photos gives a screen with all uploaded photos of the child (and a link to add a new photo) 
Link All files gives a screen with all uploaded files of the child (greetings, progress reports, identity 

forms etc.) with links to add , edit, view new files and a link to send a photo to W&D. 
 

If you click on a line in the table with changes the related screen is activated (see below) 
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WDC233 – Photos of a child 
 

This screen contains an overview of all photos for the current child. 

 

 
 
Link New Photo allows you to upload a new photo. If the donor of the child is Woord en Daad this 

photo will automatically be sent to W&D.  

 
 

WDC234 – Archive files of a child 
 
This screen contains an overview of all files in the archive for the current child  
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Link Send to W&D allows you to send a photo to W&D so it will not be accepted if you select a row 

in the history that does not contain a photo.. 
 

New button in the Buttonbar allows you to add a new file in  the archive (see WDC235) 
 

Edit button in the Buttonbar allows you to modify an existing file in  the archive (see WDC235) 

 
 

WDC235 - Add new file in the archive 
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1.1 Filename With the paperclip link the file open dialogue is activated where one file can 
be selected. If the file is a picture you get a preview to check if the correct 

picture is added. 

1.2 Archive date The initial value todays date but this date can be modified 

1.3 Type The selection list contains the type of attachments 

Greeting untranslated 
Greeting translated 

Child Photo 

Greeting from sponsor 
Child identity form 

Child transfer form 
Child leaving form 

Child progress report 

Family introduction sheet 

1.4 Text Optional unlimited text to further explain the file  

 

 
There is a similar screen to modify these values for documents which already exist in the archive. 

 
 

 

 

WDC245 - Health details 
 

 

 
 

Link New measurements 
 

If this link is pressed a screen is activated (WDC248) to add new measurements. 
 

 

Link Change measurements 
 

If this link is pressed a screen is activated (WDC249) to change existing measurements. 
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Link New medical history 

 
If this link is pressed a screen is activated (WDC246) to add new medical history. 

 
 

Link Change medical history 

 
If this link is pressed a screen is activated (WDC247) to change existing medical history. 

 
 

 

WDC246 - New medical history 
 

 
 
 

Checkbox Inform Sponsor 
 

If this checkbox is checked then the program will automatically send the entered text to the donor to 

inform the sponsor. 
 

 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 

Save Perform database updates  

 
 

 

WDC247 - Change medical history 
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WDC248 - New measurements 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 

Save Perform database updates  
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WDC249 - Change measurements 
 

 

 
 

 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 

Save Perform database updates  

 
 

 

WDC250 – Living situation / Circumstances 
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It is possible to add / modify / delete the text via this screen  

Use the Save button to save the changes in the database. 
Via child history it is always possible to see the old and the new value. 

 
 

WDC255 - Sponsor details 
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The table on the screen contains the sponsor history if there were multiple sponsors for the child 

 

2.1 Date from Starting date of the sponsoring 

2.2 Date until Ending date of the sponsoring 

2.3 Status Status of the child  

2.4 Sponsor name Name of the sponsor 

2.5 Sponsor type Individual or Church / Company 

2.6 Sponsor number Number of the sponsor in the donor database 

2.7 Donor name of the donor 

 
 

 

WDC257 - Greetings history 
 

The greetings history can be added / modified via the Greetings link at the top of the Child Details 
screen. 
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The table on the screen contains all greetings which were sent and received  

 

If one of the lines is selected then the remaining details of the selected greeting are displayed at the 
bottom of the screen. 

If there is a document attached to the greeting a link Attachment is displayed. 
 

 

WDC271 - Progress report 2020 style 
 

The progress report can be added / modified via the Progress report link at the top of the Child Details 

screen. 
 

 

 
 

 

See above the entry screen of the new 2020 progress report. 
Instead of the list with subjects there is now a choice between Low, Good, average and excellent.  

Low: 0 – 55% of the maximum score / Medium: 56 – 70 % of the maximum score 
Good: 71 – 90 % of the maximum score / Excellent: >90% of the maximum score 

If Low is selected an additional question “I’ll receive the following support to help me to improve my 
school results” is displayed. 
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If the child is in the final grade of secondary , higher or vocational education there is an additional 
question: “I’m in the final grade Next year I hope to” with 3 options (see example) 
 
If the report is entered in French or Spanish it must be translated via worklist 24 before it can be sent 
to W&D.  

 
 

 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 

New Clear all fields on the screen (could be used if a new progress report is entered) 

Edit Edit the most recent progress report. Via the save button it is possible to choose 
between overwriting the current progress report or enter a new report.  

Save Perform database updates and add the child to worklist 10 (New progress reports) 

to prepare the sending of the report to the donor. (not in case of group 
sppnsoring) 

If there is a line on the dashboard (reminders) this line will be automatically 
deleted. 

If there is already a PR of the current year this PR will be automatically updated.. 

Previous Next Activate the next or previous child  

 

 
It is also possible to enter the 2020 progress report via KOBO with the following link: 

https://ee.kobotoolbox.org/x/pV5cacwj 

 
If the progress report is added via KOBO and the child is near the final grade there is a column “Check 

final grade” in worklist 10 to indicate that the user should check if the questions about the final grade 

must be answered. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

WDC261 - Send message to donor 
 
The screen to send a message to W&D or another donor where the emailaddress of the donor is 

entered about a specific child can be activated via the "Send message to donor" link at the top of the 
child details screen. 

 

https://ee.kobotoolbox.org/x/pV5cacwj
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With this screen it is possible to send a message to W&D which is related to the selected child. This 

message is also stored in the child history. 
 

The type of message can be selected in the "Type of message" selection list. 
 

The text of the message can be entered in the Message box on the screen and via the "Attach"  link it 

is possible to add multiple attachments to the message. 
 

If the "Send" button is pressed the program asks for an acknowledgement first:  
"OK to send the message to the donor?" 

If the user pressed OK the message is sent to W&D 

 
 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 

 

 

 

WDC263 - Transfer child to other school 
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This screen can be activated via the "Transfer child to other school" link on the top of the Child Details 
screen  

 

With this screen it is possible to change the child number if the child is transferred to another school. 
 

There are 4 selection lists on the screen to allow the selection of the new School / Class / 
Specialization / Schoolyear 

 
If the new school is selected the program automatically calculates the new child number and this 

number cannot be changed. 

The language selection likst contains the language of the donor. If you select another language the 
text that is entered in the “Reason for transfer” box must be translated via worklist 5 before it can be 

sent to the donor. 
 

If the save button is pressed the database updates are performed and if W&D is the donor the child is 

added to worklist 5 waiting to be sent to W&D.  (see WDC405) 
Via this worklist program translations can be added and the transfer forms are created and 

automatically sent to W&D 
 

 

WDC264 - Child leaving 
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This screen can be activated via the "Child leaving" link on the screen with child details  

 
There are several mandatory selection lists on the screen. The contents of these lists depend on the 

choices in the previous lists.  
It is also possible to add additional text for the reason of leaving and any additional information. 

 

There is a selection box  “Language” available in the process of entering a leaving form. By using this 
option, it is possible to add leaving information in an other language than English (choices are: 

French, Spanish or Dutch), before sending it to Woord en Daad. In case an other language than 
English is selected, translation need to be done first before sending the leaving form to Woord en 

Daad. In worklist 6 the translate option is available.  
The initial value is the language of the user but it is possible to modify the language.  

 

If the save button is pressed the database updates are performed and if W&D is the donor the child is 
added to worklist 6 (new leavings) waiting to be sent to W&D. (WDC406) 

Via this worklist program the leaving forms are created and automatically sent to W&D 
 

If the child is still sponsored then the sponsoring is automatically terminated and the status of the 

child becomes "History". If the checkbox "Left sponsor program but continues at school" the status of 
the child becomes 20 (Education only) instead of 99 (History). 

If the child is present in other worklists the child is removed from these worklists. 
 

 
Link Contact details 

 

Via this link it is possible to enter contact details of the student (if required) 
See WDC264A 

 
 

WDC264A –Contact details 
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It is now also possible to change “Continuation after leaving”  and “Did not return at the start of the 

schoolyear” if the leaving is already sent to the donor.  

(via new button Change continuation after leaving”) 
 

 
 
 

 

WDC266 - Print documents  
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This screen can be started via the "Print documents" link on top of the screen or via the Printer icon in 
the buttonbar. 

 
1 Child identity form  WDC651 

2 Child data form  WDC652 
3 Child transfer form  WDC653 

4 Child leaving form  WDC654 

5 Child progress report  WDC655 
 

If child identity forms or child progress reports are requested for other donors than Woord en Daad, 
the program will create an excel file with the same information as in the  pdf for Woord en Daad. 

 

If the links are pressed then the document is created and the program asks if the document can be 
stored in the archive for later usage. 

 
 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 

Save Perform tests and database updates below 
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WDC300 - Messages 
 

 

This screen contains the messages which were sent by W&D or to W&D (and other donors where the 
email address is defined) and can be activated via the menu (Messages) 

With the first 2 radiobuttons it is possible to switch between messages from donor (W&D) and to 
donor (W&D) (and other donors where the email address is defined). 

With the last 2 radiobuttons it is possible to switch between outstanding messages and all messages. 

 
 

 
 

Urgent messages are displayed in blue 
If the user presses on the message in the Message column (most right column) the following detail 

screen is activated (WDC301) 

 
 

WDC301 - Handle donor messages 
 
 

This screen allows the users to see a message from a donor and to reply to this message. 
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The screen contains the message text from W&D and a field to enter the reply. 
With the "View attachments"  link it is possible to activate the files which are attached by W&D and 

with the "New attachments" link it is possible to attach one or more documents for W&D. 
 

With the child details link it is possible to see the details of the child and finally with the "Send reply" 

button the reply is sent to W&D (and other donors where the email address is defined) and removed 
from the screen. 

With the "Do not send reply" button it is possible to remove the message from the screen without 
sending a reply to W&D. (if the message is for information only and does not require a reply) 

 
The message is still visible in the child history. 

 

 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program 

Previous Next Browse through the messages 
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WDC400 - Worklist 
 

 
 
This screen displays the worklist for the current user. 

At the end of the description of the worklist also the total number of messages to handle is displayed. 
The following worklists are supported: 

 
WDC401 - New children not yet sent to donor 

WDC402 - New children sent to donor 

WDC403 - New children approved by donor 
WDC404 - New children not approved by donor 

WDC405 - New transfers not yet sent to donor 
WDC406 - New leaving forms not yet sent to donor 

WDC407 - New greetings waiting for translation 

WDC408 - New greetings not yet sent to donor 
WDC409 - New photos not yet sent to donor 

WDC410 - New reports not yet sent to donor 
WDC411 - New sponsors reported by the donor 

WDC412 - Stopped sponsors reported by the donor 

WDC414 - Extra gifts from sponsors 
WDC416 - Reminders 

WDC417 - New children without family 
WDC418 – Reminders sent by W&D 

WDC419 – 22+ years handling 
WDC420 – Fund children without updated identity form 

WDC421 – Child changes to be sent 

WDC423 – KOBO progress reports not matched 
WDC426 – Messages for sponsoring office 

 

Buttons Action 

Back Back to calling program (all worklist programs) 

Previous Next Browse through children (all worklist programs) 
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WDC401 - New children not yet sent to donor 
 
This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "New children not yet sent to 

donor". 
 

 

 
 

This screen contains all new children which are entered in the database but not yet sent to the donor. 
These children have status 0 = entered 

The column Photo indicates if there is a recent photo uploaded (recent = not older than 1 year). 

Children with value N cannot be sent to W&D.  
 

It is possible to display only the children which were entered at a specific date or by a specific user or 
for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the screen. 

Initially only the children are displayed which were entered by the current user (if present) but it is 
possible in the column header to select all children. 
 

At the end of every line there is a link which depends on the donor. 
If the donor is W&D or another donor where the email address is configured there is link "send"  

If the donor is not W&D and there is no email address configured there is link "print"  
 

In both cases the program creates a pdf with the child identity forms (WDC651) 

If the donor is W&D or another donor where the email address is configured there is no need to print 
the documents because they are automatically sent to W&D. For other donors where there is no email 

address configured the documents must be printed/saved and sent to the donor  
After creation of the pdf the program asks: "Documents printed OK?" 

After acknowledgement the status of the child is changed in 1 = sent to donor and the child is 

removed from the screen and moved to worklist 2 (New children sent to donor) 
It is not possible to send a new child to W&D without photo. 

 
Link undo 

 
If this link is pressed the program asks for an acknowledgement first and then the child is deleted 

from the database and the line is deleted from the worklist. 

 
Link Print all forms 

 
If this link is pressed then the program asks for an acknowledgement first: "OK to generate child 

identity forms" . If OK is pressed the program creates one pdf file with all selected children. 
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(WDC651)  

 

Link Send all forms 
 

If this link is pressed then the program asks for an acknowledgement first: "OK to generate child 
identity forms and to send the forms to the donor"  

 

If OK is pressed then separate pdf files are created and sent to W&D (or other donors) and stored in 
the archive 

 
Link Print list 

 
If this link is pressed the program creates a list with all children on the screen. 

 

Link Biodata XLS other donors 
 

This link is only visible if children of multiple donors are registered in WDCAP. 
Via this link it is possible to create an excel file for other donors than Woord en Daad NL with the 

same information as on the current pdf for Woord en Daad. If the excel file is created the program 

asks for a confirmation and then the worklist rows are deleted. 
 

 

WDC402 - New children sent to donor 
 

This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "New children sent to donor". 
 

 

 
 

 
This screen contains all new children which are entered in the database and sent to the donor. (see 

WDC401). These children have status 1 = sent to donor 
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This screen is for information only for children of donor W&D because this part will be done 

automatically. 

(If donor is W&D the children on this screen disappear automatically if W&D has accepted or rejected 
the child) 

 
It is possible to display only the children which were entered at a specific date or by a specific user or 

for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the screen. 

Initially only the children are displayed which were entered by the current user (if present) but it is 
possible in the column header to select all children. 
 
At the end of every line there is a link "Accept". 

After acknowledgement the status of the child is changed in 2 (accepted by donor) and the child is 
removed from the screen. (Only if donor <> W&D NL) 

 

Link Print list 
 

If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 
screen. 

 

 
Link Accept all 

 
If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: "OK to accept the displayed children"  

(Only if donor <> W&D NL) 
If OK is pressed then for all selected children the status is changed in 2 (accepted by donor) 

 

 
Link Decline all 

 
If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first:  "OK to decline the displayed children"  

(Only if donor <> W&D NL) 

If OK is pressed then for all selected children the status is changed in 3 (not accepted by donor) 
 

 
 

WDC403 - New children approved by donor 
 
This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "New children approved by 

donor". 
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This screen contains all new children which are approved by the donor. These children currently have 
status 1 = sent to donor 

This screen will be used only for children of donor W&D. 
 

It is possible to display only the children which were entered at a specific date or by a specific user or 
for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the screen. 

 

At the end of every line there is a link "Apply". 
After acknowledgement the status of the child is changed in 2 (accepted by donor) and the child is 

removed from the screen. 
 

 

Link Apply all 
 

If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: "OK to update the displayed children"   
 

If OK is pressed then for all selected children the status is changed in 2 (accepted by donor) 
 

 

Link Print list 
 

If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 
screen. 

 

 
 

WDC404 - New children not approved by donor 
 
This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "New children not approved by 

donor". 
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This screen contains all new children which are not approved by the donor. These children currently 
have status 1 = sent to donor 

This screen will be used only for children of donor W&D. 
 

It is possible to display only the children which were entered at a specific date or by a specific user or 

for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the screen. 
 

At the end of every line there is a link "Apply". 
After acknowledgement the status of the child is changed in 3 (not accepted by donor) and the child 

is removed from the screen. 

 

 gives the reason why the child is not accepted.  

 

 
Link Apply all 

 
If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: "OK to update the displayed children"   

 

If OK is pressed then for all selected children the status is changed in 3 (not accepted by donor) 
 

 
Link Print list 

 

If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 
screen. 
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WDC405 - New transfers not yet sent to donor 
 

This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "new transfers not sent to 

donor". 
 

 

 
 

 
This worklist is populated if via program WDC263 a child is transferred to another school. 

(Via Child details / Transfer child to another school) 

This change is already applied to the database but the donor is not yet informed. 
 

It is possible to display only the changes which were entered at a specific date or by a specific user or 
for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the screen. 

Initially only the children are displayed which were entered by the current user (if present) but it is 
possible in the column header to select all children. 
 

If the leaving text is not in the language of the donor there is a link “Translate” visible that must be 
used to translate the transfer text before the transfer can be handled.   

 
At the end of every line there is a link "Send" or "Print" depending on the donor. 

If W&D is the donor or the email address for other donors is defined and the "send" button is pressed 

this transfer is sent automatically to W&D of the other donor. 
If W&D is not the donor and there is no email address entered for another donor and the "print" 

button is pressed the transfer form is printed (pdf) 
After acknowledgement the child is removed from the screen. 

 

 gives the transfer details.  

 
 

Link undo 
 

If this link is pressed the program asks for an acknowledgement first and then transfer is rolled back 
and the line is deleted from the worklist. 

 

 
Link Print list 

 
If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 

screen. 

 
 

Link Print all forms 
 

If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: 

"OK to generate child transfer forms"  
 

If OK is pressed the program prints transfer forms for all children on the screen 
 

 
Link Send all forms 
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If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: 

"OK to generate child transfer forms and to send the forms to the donor"  
 

If OK is pressed the program automatically sends the transfer forms for all children to W&D. 
 

 

 

WDC406 - New leaving forms not yet sent to donor 
 

This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "new leaving forms not sent to 
donor". 

 

 
 

 
This worklist is populated if via program WDC264 a child removed from a school. 

(Via Child details / Child leaving) 
This change is already applied to the database but the donor is not yet informed. 

 

It is possible to display only the changes which were entered at a specific date or by a specific user or 
for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the screen. 

Initially only the children are displayed which were entered by the current user (if present) but it is 
possible in the column header to select all children. 
 

At the end of every line there is a link "Send" or "Print" depending on the donor. 
If W&D is the donor or the email address for other donors is defined and the "send" button is pressed 

this leaving is sent automatically to W&D of the other donor. 
If W&D is not the donor and there is no email address entered for another donor and the "print" 

button is pressed the leaving form is printed (pdf) 

 
 

Link Print list 
 

If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 
screen. 

 

 
Link Print all forms 

 
If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: 

"OK to generate child leaving forms"  

 
If OK is pressed the program prints leaving forms for all children on the screen 

 
 

Link Send all forms 
 

If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: 

"OK to generate child leaving forms and to send the forms to the donor"  
 

If OK is pressed the program automatically sends the leaving forms for all children to W&D. 
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Link translate 
 

Click on the edit link and in the box at the top you can add the translation and save it. 
 

 
 
Once you’ve translated the leaving form, you can return to worklist 6 and click on the ‘send’ link.  

 
 

 

 

WDC407 - New greetings waiting for translation 
 

This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "new greetings waiting for 
translation". 
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This worklist is populated if greetings are entered which must be translated first before they can be 

sent to the donor.. 
 

It is possible to display only the greetings which were entered at a specific date or by a specific user 
or for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the screen. 

Initially only the children are displayed which were entered by the current user (if present) but it is 
possible in the column header to select all children. 
 

Link translated 
 

At the end of every line there is a link "translated". 

If this link is pressed the greeting is removed from the worklist and is added to the next worklist 8 
(new greetings not yet sent to donor) 

 
Link undo 

 
If this link is pressed the program asks for an acknowledgement first and then the line is deleted from 

the worklist. 

 
 

Link Print list 
 

If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 

screen. 
 

 
Link All translated 

 
If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: 

"OK to change greetings to translated?"  
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If OK is pressed the greeting is removed from the worklist and is added to the next worklist 8 (new 

greetings not yet sent to donor) 

 
 

Link All translated and sent 
 

This link is the same as link "All translated" but the greetings are not added to worklist 8. 

 
 

 
 

WDC408 - New greetings not yet sent to donor 
 
This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "new greetings not yet sent to 

donor". 

 
 

 
 

 
This worklist is populated if greetings are entered but not yet sent to the donor.. 

The greetings are not physically entered in WDCAP but this worklist reminds the partner that 

greetings must be sent and updated in the database. 
 

It is possible to display only the greetings which were entered at a specific date or by a specific user 
or for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the screen. 

Initially only the children are displayed which were entered by the current user (if present) but it is 
possible in the column header to select all children. 
 

At the end of every line there is a link "sent". 
If this link is pressed the greeting is removed from the worklist. 

If there is a link “send” this indicates that the greeting is scanned and can be electronically sent to 
W&D by pressing this link. 

 

Link undo 
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If this link is pressed the program asks for an acknowledgement first and then the line is deleted from 

the worklist. 

 
 

Link Print 
 

If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 

screen. 
 

 
Link All Sent 

 
If this link is pressed all greetings are deleted from the screen: 

 

 

WDC409 - New photos not yet sent to donor 
 

This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "new photos not yet sent to 
donor". 

 
 

 
 
This worklist is populated if photos are entered but not yet sent to the donor.. 

 
It is possible to display only the photo's which were entered at a specific date or by a specific user or 

for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the screen. 

Initially only the children are displayed which were entered by the current user (if present) but it is 
possible in the column header to select all children. 
 
At the end of every line there is a link "sent" or "send"  

Link "send" is displayed if the photo is digitally available in WDCAP and the donor is W&D. 
If the link is pressed the photo is sent automatically to W&D and removed from the worklist. 

Link "sent" is displayed for other donors and if the photo is not digitally in WDCAP. In this case the 

photo's must be manually sent to W&D 
If the link is pressed the selected line is removed from the worklist. 
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Link undo 

 
If this link is pressed the program asks for an acknowledgement first and then the line is deleted from 

the worklist. 
 

 

Link Print list 
 

If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 
screen. 

 
 

Link Send all / All Sent 

 
If this link is pressed then the program asks for acknowledgement first: 

"OK to handle the photo’s?"  
 

If OK is pressed then the same updates are performed as if the Send/Sent link was pressed for one 

child but this time for all selected children 
 

WDC410 - New reports not yet sent to donor 
 
This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "new reports not yet sent to 

donor". 
 

 
 
 

 
This worklist is populated if progress reports are entered but not yet sent to the donor.. 

 
It is possible to display only the reports which were entered at a specific date or by a specific user or 

for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the screen. 

Initially only the children are displayed which were entered by the current user (if present) but it is 
possible in the column header to select all children. 
 
At the end of every line there is a link "Send" or "Print" depending on the donor. 

If W&D is the donor and the "send" button is pressed this progress report is sent automatically to 

W&D. 
If W&D is not the donor and the "print" button is pressed the progress report is printed (pdf) 

After acknowledgement the child is removed from the screen. 
 

 
 

Link undo 

 
If this link is pressed the program asks for an acknowledgement first and then the line is deleted from 

the worklist. The program will also ask if the progress report itself must be deleted (same as the 
delete button in the button bar) 
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Link Print list 
 

If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 
screen. 

 

 
Link Print all forms 

 
If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: 

"OK to generate progress reports"  
 

If OK is pressed the program prints progress reports for all children on the screen 

 
 

Link Send all forms 
 

If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: 

"OK to generate progress reports and to send the forms to the donor"  
 

If OK is pressed the program automatically sends the progress reports for all children to W&D. 
(Except the children where the most recent measurements are older than 3 months) 

 
 

Link Progress report XLS other donors 

 
This link is only visible if children of multiple donors are registered in WDCAP. 

Via this link it is possible to create an excel file for other donors than Woord en Daad NL with the 
same information as on the current pdf for Woord en Daad. If the excel file is created the program 

asks for a confirmation and then the worklist rows are deleted. 

 
 

 

WDC411 - New sponsors reported by the donor 
 

This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "new sponsors reported by the 
donor". 
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This worklist is only (automatically) populated if the donor is W&D. 

It is possible to display only the new sponsors which were entered at a specific date or by a specific 
user or for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the screen. 

 
At the end of every line there is a link "apply". 

If this link is pressed the status of the child is changed in 4 (Sponsored) and the sponsor details of the 

child are updated. 
Finally the row is deleted from the worklist. 

 

 gives the name of the sponsor, the sponsor type and the date the sponsoring starts.  
 

 
Link Print list 

 

If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 
screen. 

 
 

Link Apply all  

 
If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: 

"OK to apply sponsor details for all selected children?"  
 

Then the same updates are performed as if the Apply link was pressed for one child but this time for 

all selected children 
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WDC412 - Stopped sponsors reported by the donor 
 

This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "stopped sponsors reported by 

the donor". 
 

 

 
 
This worklist is only (automatically) populated if the donor is W&D. 

It is possible to display only the stopped sponsors which were entered at a specific date or by a 

specific user or for a specific donor or from a specific school via the selection lists at the top of the 
screen. 

 
Link Apply 

 
At the end of every line there is a link "apply". 

If this link is pressed the status of the child is changed in 5 (Sponsoring fund) if the child is < 13 years 

old or 6 (Too old for new sponsor) and the sponsor details of the child are updated. 
 

The children of which the last photo and description of the living situation are added in WDCAP longer 
than 6 months ago will be added to worklist 20 (to send a new child identity form)  

 

Finally the row is deleted from the worklist. 
 

 gives the name of the sponsor and the date the sponsoring stopped.  

 
 

Link Print list 
 

If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 

screen. 
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Link Apply all  

 

If this link is pressed the program asks acknowledgement first: 
"OK to apply sponsor changes for all selected children?"  

 
Then the same updates are performed as if the Apply link was pressed for one child but this time for 

all selected children 

 
 

 
 

WDC414 - Extra gifts from sponsors 
 
This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "extra gifts from sponsors". 

 

 

 
 
 

This worklist is populated automatically if extra gifts are received. (Only W&D) 
The extra gifts are presented once a month by W&D. 

 

It is possible to display only the gifts which were entered at a specific date or for a specific school via 
the selection lists at the top of the screen. 

 
 

Link Apply 

 
At the end of every line there is a link "Apply". 

If this link is pressed the extra gift is added to the history of the child and the line is removed from 
the worklist. 

Then it is also possible to print lists with different selections via WDC630. 
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Link Print  

 
If this link is pressed a list (pdf) is created with the same info and the same selection as on the 

screen. 
 

 

Link Apply all  
 

If this link is pressed then the program asks acknowledgement first: 
"OK to apply extra gifts for all selected children?"  

 
Then the same updates are performed as if the Apply link was pressed for one child but this time for 

all selected children 

 
 

 

WDC416 - Reminders 
 

This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "Reminders". 
 

 

 
 

 
This worklist is automatically every night populated if greetings, photo's or progress reports should be 

sent to W&D to avoid reminders from W&D. 

It is possible to define via screen WDC701 after how many months these reminders should be 
presented in  this worklist.  

There is also a worklist 18 which contains the reminders which are sent by W&D. If worklist 16 is 
handled regularly there should be no worklist 18 necessary 
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At the end of every line is a link “Sent” to indicate that the greeting was just sent to W&D. Then 

automatically the greetings history is updated (as if program Actions / Greetings via number or 

selection was used) and the line is deleted from the worklist. 
 

At the bottom is a link "Print" to print a list with all children. 
Via link "Excel" the same list with children is available in  Excel. 

 

The lines are automatically removed if new greetings, photo's or progress reports are sent to W&D. 
 

 
 

WDC417 - New children without family 
 
 

This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "New children without family". 

 
 

 
 

 
This worklist is automatically populated if a new child is entered without entering / selecting the 

proper family. 

Initially only the children are displayed which were entered by the current user (if present) but it is 
possible in the column header to select all children. 
 
Activate child 

 

If a child is selected and this link is pressed then the child is activated and the user is able to add the 
family. 

The lines in this worklist are automatically removed if the family is entered or selected. 
 

Link undo 
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If this link is pressed the program asks for an acknowledgement first and then the child is deleted 

from the database and the line is deleted from the worklist. 

 
 

WDC418 - Reminders from W&D 
 
This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "Reminders sent by W&D". 

 
 

 
 
 

This worklist is populated if W&D sends reminders that greetings, reports or photo's are expected.  
If worklist 16 is handled properly there should be no lines in this worklist. 

The lines are automatically removed if new greetings, photo's or progress reports are sent to W&D. 
 

 

Link Excel 
 

If this link is pressed the program creates an excel file with all children in the worklist 
 

Link Print 

 
If this link is pressed the program creates a pdf file with all children in the worklist 

 
Link Delete all 

 

If this link is pressed the program removes all children in the worklist 
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WDC419 – Children older than 22 years 
 

This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "Children older than 22 years". 

 

 
 
This worklist is automatically created every night if there are sponsored children (status 4) or 

sponsoring fund children (status 5) older than 22 years. 
With this worklist it is possible to inform W&D when the child expects to finish the study. If this is 

within 6 months the child receives status 7 (22+ yrs, sponsored by donor) else the child receives 

status 8 (22+ yrs, not sponsored by donor) 
 

If you click Apply the following question must be entered: 
 

 
 
If a date <= 6 months is entered the program gives the following message: 
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If OK is pressed the program automatically sends a message to W&D (Which is also visible in the child 

history) with the expected end date of the study and the status of the child is changed in 7 (22+ yrs, 

sponsored by donor) 
 

 
If a date > 6 months is entered the program gives the following message: 

 
 
If OK is pressed the program prepares the leaving form (via worklist 6) and the status of the child is 

changed in 8 (22+ yrs, not sponsored by donor) 
 

 

If the child already has status 7 (22+ yrs, sponsored by donor) then the program will ask: 
“Child passed exam? “ with Yes / No buttons 

In both cases the following message is displayed: “Child status will be changed to 8 = 22+ yrs old, 
not supported by Donor  and leaving will be sent to W&D (via WL 6)”.  

 

 
 

WDC420 - Fund children without updated identity form 
 
This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "20 Fund children without 

updated ident. form” 
 

 

 
 

This screen contains all children until 12 years old where the sponsor has stopped. 
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Via this worklist you can send a new identity form (and photo if there is no recent photo) to W&D 

which can be used to find a new sponsor for the child. 

These children have status 5 = Sponsorship fund 
The column Photo indicates if there is a recent photo uploaded (recent = not older than 1 year). 

Children with value N cannot be sent to W&D.  
 

Initially only the children are displayed which were entered by the current user (if present) but it is 
possible in the column header to select all children. 
 

At the end of every line there is a link which depends on the donor. 
If the donor is W&D there is link "send"  

If the donor is not W&D there is link "print"  
 

In both cases the program creates a pdf with the child identity forms. (WDC651) 

If the donor is W&D there is no need to print the documents because they are automatically sent to 
W&D. For other donors the documents must be printed/saved and sent to the donor  

After creation of the pdf the program asks: "Documents printed OK?" 
 

 

Link Print all forms 
 

If this link is pressed then the program asks for an acknowledgement first: "OK to generate child 
identity forms" . If OK is pressed the program creates one pdf file with all selected children. 

(WDC651)  
 

Link Send all forms 

 
If this link is pressed then the program asks for an acknowledgement first: "OK to generate child 

identity forms and to send the forms to the donor"  
 

If OK is pressed then separate pdf files are created and sent to W&D and stored in the archive 

 
 

Link Print list 
 

If this link is pressed the program creates a list with all children on the screen. 

 
 

WDC421 – Child changes to be sent 
 
This program is started if the user clicks in the worklist on a line with "21 Child changes to be sent” 
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This screen contains all changes in children which must be sent to the donor. 

These are changes in the date of birth or name of the child or family name or name of the father or 
name of the mother. 

 
At the end of every line there is a link which depends on the donor. 

If the donor is W&D there is link "send"  

If the donor is not W&D there is link "print"  
 

Initially only the children are displayed which were entered by the current user (if present) but it is 
possible in the column header to select all children. 
 

In both cases the program creates a pdf with the child identity forms  (WDC651) 
If the donor is W&D there is no need to print the documents because they are automatically sent to 

W&D. For other donors the documents must be printed/saved and sent to the donor  
After creation of the pdf the program asks: "Documents printed OK?" 

 
Link undo 

 

If this link is pressed the program asks for an acknowledgement first and then the line is deleted from 
the worklist. 

 
 

Link Print all forms 

 
If this link is pressed then the program asks for an acknowledgement first: "OK to generate child 

identity forms" . If OK is pressed the program creates one pdf file with all selected children. 
(WDC651)  

 
Link Send all forms 

 

If this link is pressed then the program asks for an acknowledgement first: "OK to generate child 
identity forms and to send the forms to the donor"  
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If OK is pressed then separate pdf files are created and sent to W&D and stored in the archive 

 
 

Link Print list 
 

If this link is pressed the program creates a list with all children on the screen. 

 
 

 
 

 

WDC423 - Handling of Kobo progress reports 
 

See KOBO Toolbox – Progress reports 

 
 

 
 

As mentioned: If the childnumber does not exist or if the child name does not match the child number 

the entered progress report is added to a new worklist 23. 
 

If a line in the worklist is selected and the Handle link is pressed at the end of the line the above 
mentioned screen is activated. 

 

The following options are available: 
 

Delete 
If this link is pressed the progress report that was entered via Kobo is deleted from WDCAP. 

 

Skip 
If this link is pressed the program activates the next child in the worklist. (The previous child remains 

present in the worklist and can be handled later) 
 

Selected child is OK 
If Child Name is correct (So the program has found the correct child) this link can be pressed. 

The child will be removed from worklist 23 and added to worklist 10 
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If there is a recent child photo present the progress report can be sent to W&D as if the progress 

report was added via WDCAP. 

 
Select correct child 

If Child Name is not correct (So the program has not found the correct child) this link can be pressed. 
The following screen will be activated which works the same as the advanced search via WDCAP so 

you can enter (part of ) a child number or child name / family name  

 

 
 

If you press the search button a list with children is displayed and the correct child can be selected 
from the list. 

 
If a line is handled from worklist automatically the next progress report in worklist 23 is activated and 

can be handled without returning to the worklist screen. 

 
 

 

WDC426 – Messages for sponsoring office 
 

 
At the end of the line in the worklist is a link to handle the message.  

This message can be forwarded to the donor. If you click handle the handled line in the worklist is 
deleted. In both cases the message is added to the child history. 
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WDC427  - Not handled photos 
 
You can still send the photos via Wetransfer to WD. WD will upload the photos in WDCAP, but where 

the related child could not be found via the child number in the name of the photo, this photo will be 
added to worklist 27. With this worklist it is possible to select the correct child or to delete the photo. 

 
 

 
 

If you click Handle you get the following screen: 
 

 
 

This screen contains 3 links: 
 

Delete:  

If this link is pressed the photo is deleted and the line is removed from worklist 27 
 

Skip: 
If this link is pressed the next photo in worklist 27 is displayed but the line is not removed from the 

worklist so it can be handled later. 

 
Select correct child 

If this link is pressed a new line is activated where it is possible to enter a child number or child name. 
This works the same as the quick search at the top left of the screen. The search can select no 

children, one child or multiple children. If the correct child is selected the photo is connected to the 

selected child and the line is deleted from worklist 27. 
 

 

WDC428 - Greeting packages from W&D 
 

This worklist 28 deals with the mail from sponsors which are sent to you through the WD office. 
Almost every month, WD sends a package to all partners  with mail from sponsors. 
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At the moment WD has posted the package, you’ll receive the following notification in worklist 28: 

 

 
 

Link Handle 
 

If the “Handle” link is pressed the detail screen below is activated where it is possible to indicate that 
all gifts are properly received (checkbox in the heading line) or that some gifts were not in the 

package (checkbox on the detail lines) 

 

 
 

 
This means that, for the mail you receive in the WD package, you don’t have to register this mail 

manually to the greeting history of the child anymore. Most of you are used to register the received 

mail via Actions/ From sponsor.  
 

IMPORTANT! This process concerns only the mail received in the WD package. The mail which is 
received from the sponsor directly (so not in the WD package) needs to be registered via the usual 

way (Actions / From sponsor). 
 

 

 

WDC429 - thank you letters via Kobo 
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The new thank you letters can also be added via Kobo (see end of this document). 
If the entered child number does not exist or if the first name and family name do not match the 

thank you letter must be handled via worklist 29. 
This worklist works the same as worklist 23 where the progress reports that are entered via Kobo can 

be finished. 
 

The following options are available: 

 
Delete 

If this link is pressed the thank you letter that was entered via Kobo is deleted from WDCAP. 
 

Skip 

If this link is pressed the program activates the next child in the worklist. (The previous child remains 
present in the worklist and can be handled later.) 

 
Selected child is OK 

If Child Name is correct (so the program has found the correct child) this link can be pressed. 
The child will be removed from worklist 29 and added to worklist 30. 

 

Select correct child 
If Child Name is not correct (so the program has not found the correct child) this link can be pressed. 

The following screen will be activated which works the same as the advanced search via WDCAP so 
you can enter (part of) a child number or child name / family name. 

 

 
 

If you press the search button a list with children is displayed and the correct child can be selected 
from the list. 

 
If a line is handled from worklist automatically the next thank you letter in worklist 29 is activated and 

can be handled without returning to the worklist screen. 
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WDC430 - thank you letters not yet sent 
 

 

 
 
All thank you letters are added to worklist 30. Via this worklist it is possible to enter translations or 

missing photos via the Translate link. 
If the Send link (or Send all) is pressed the new thank you letters are generated and added to the 

archive and sent to Woord en Daad. 
See an example of the thank you letter below. 
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WDC500 - Actions 
 

 

 
 

 
If the Actions link is pressed at the left side of the screen the following options are possible (if the 

user has sufficient permission) 
 

 

Greetings by number 
Greetings by selection 

Greetings by file 
Child measures 

New school year 

From sponsor 
Messages for sponsoring office 

 
 

 

 

WDC501 - Greetings by number 
 

 
This program is started if the user clicks on Greetings by number in the Actions menu at the left 

side of the screen. 
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With this screen it is possible to enter greetings and/or photos (via the checkboxes at the top of the 

screen) 

In the case of greetings it is also possible to check "introduction contact" (if this greeting is the first 
greeting of a child for a new sponsor) or "translation required"  

 
The date on the screen initially contains today's date but it is possible to change this date (this date is 

visible in the overview with greetings of a child) 

 
For the first child the whole childnumber must be entered but for the next children only the last part 

of the childnumber must be entered (the number of the school remains on the screen) 
If the number is entered and the TAB key is pressed the name of the child is displayed for a visual 

check if the correct number is entered. Also the name of the donor and the status of the child is 
displayed. 

Then the entry can be confirmed via the ENTER key or the OK button. 

Then the last part of the client number is cleared and the child is visible in the table at the bottom of 
the screen. 

 
If the entered number does not exists the program gives errormessage "Child not found" 

 

 
Link Apply all 

 
If this link is pressed then the entered greetings are updated in the database (and visible via child 

details / sponsor details / Greetings) and added to the children and optionally written in the worklists. 
 

The program firsts displays a screen with “Add greetings to worklist ? with Yes, No buttons” 

If the user presses the No button the below mentioned worklists are not used. 
 

If "greeting" and "translation required" are checked the greeting is added to worklist 7 (translations 
required) 

If "greeting" is checked and "translation required" is not checked the greeting is added to worklist 8 

(new greetings) 
If "photo" is checked the photo is added to worklist 9 (new photo's) 

If "progress report" is checked the photo is added to worklist 10 (new progress reports) 
 

Finally the entered children are removed from worklists 16 and 18 (reminders) 
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Link Delete all 
 

If this link is pressed all rows are deleted from the screen (and no other updates are performed) 
 

 

 

WDC502 - Greetings by selection 
 

 
This program is started if the user clicks on Greetings by selection in the Actions menu at the left 

side of the screen. 
 

 

 
 
 

With this screen it is possible to enter greetings and/or photos and/or progress reports (via the 
checkboxes at the top of the screen) 

In the case of greetings it is also possible to check "introduction contact" (if this greeting is the first 
greeting of a child for a new sponsor) or "translation required"  

Option Progress reports should only be used if the progress report is created manually and not via 

child details / sponsor details / Progress report. 
 

The date on the screen initially contains today's date but it is possible to change this date (this date is 
visible in the overview with greetings of a child) 
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Instead of entering the child number manually as in the previous program "greetings by number" it is 

now possible to select the children via selection donor and/or school and class with the 3 selection 

lists on the screen. 
 

 
Button OK 

 

If the OK button is pressed all selected children are displayed at the bottom of the screen. 
(Only the children with status 2, 4 and 7 (accepted by donor, sponsored, 22+ sponsored) 

 
It is now possible to check or uncheck the checkboxes on the screen. 

If f.i. nearly all children in a class have sent greetings it is easier to check the greetings checkbox on 
the first line of the screen and remove the checkboxes at the bottom of the screen for the few 

children without greetings. 

If  only few children in a class have sent greetings it is easier to not check the greetings checkbox on 
the first line of the screen and check the checkboxes at the bottom of the screen for the few children 

with greetings. 
 

If there is no class selected and there are more than 20 children selected the program gives a warning 

message “There are … children selected. OK to continue”  
(To avoid that the larger organizations get a list with thousands of children if they forget to select a 

class first) 
 

 
Link Apply all 

 

The updates are the same as mentioned on screen "Greetings by number" 
 

 
Link Delete all 

 

If this link is pressed all rows are deleted from the screen (and no other updates are performed) 
 

 

WDC503 - Greetings by file 
 

 
This program is started if the user clicks on Greetings by file in the Actions menu at the left side of 

the screen. 
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With this screen it is possible to enter electronic greetings (via the checkboxes at the top of the 
screen) 

It is also possible to check "introduction contact" (if this greeting is the first greeting of a child for a 
new sponsor)   

 

The date on the screen initially contains today's date but it is possible to change this date (this date is 
visible in the overview with greetings of a child) 

 
If multiple files must be uploaded they need to be merged in 1 zipfile. 

 
If Button OK is pressed the imported files are copied to the bottom of the screen and now the same 

options are available as with the previous option "Greetings by selection" 

 
The user is able to change the date and the Y/N flags  

 
 

WDC504 - Child measures 
 
 

This program is started if the user clicks on Child measures in the Actions menu at the left side of 

the screen. 
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With this screen it is possible to enter the length (in cm) and weight (in kg) of the children. 

(no decimals) 

The date on the screen initially contains today's date but it is possible to change this date (this date is 
visible in the overview with measurements of a child) 

 
It is possible to select the children via selection of school and class with the 2 selection lists on the 

screen. 
 

 

Button OK 
 

If the OK button is pressed all selected (active) children are displayed at the bottom of the screen. 
It is now possible to enter the length and weight of the children on the screen. 

 

If there are more than 50 children selected then you get a warning message” 
 “There are … children selected. OK to continue”  

It is possible to click No if there was a wrong selection 
 

 
Link Apply all 

 

If this link is pressed then the entered length and weight are updated in the database and the children 
are removed from the screen. 

 
 

Link Delete all 

 
If this link is pressed the list with (remaining) children is cleared 
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WDC505 - New school year 
 

 
This program is started if the user clicks on New school year in the Actions menu at the left side of 

the screen. 
 

 
 
 

With this screen it is possible to change class and specialization of all children in a class. 

(This can also be done at individual child level via WDC200 - Child details 
The date on the screen initially contains today's date but it is possible to change this date  

 
It is possible to select the children via selection of school and class with the 2 selection lists on the 

screen. School and class are both mandatory. 

When you are going to update the new school year, it’s possible to select the new class for all children 
at once on the first screen. This choice is optional.  

Optional selections are possible via the selection list with specializations. 
 

 
Button OK 

 

If the OK button is pressed all selected (active) children are displayed at the bottom of the screen. 
It is now possible change the suggested class and/or specialization if required. 

 

 
If there are more than 50 children selected then you get a warning message” 

 “There are … children selected. OK to continue”  

It is possible to click No if there was a wrong selection 
 

Possible values of the selection boxes: 
 

1 Continuation  Initially the program displays 1 Promoted to next grade 

It is possible to use one of the following values: 
1 Promoted to next grade 

2 Repetition 
3 Leaving the program 

11 Successful completion final grade, leaving the program 
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12 Successful completion final grade + further education 
(*1*) 

2 New class Initially the program displays the next class (after the current 

class) assuming that all children were promoted to the next 
grade. 

It is possible to change the new class manually. 
(*1*) 

 

 
(*1*) 

If a new value is selected in the continuation list this has the following influence on New class: 
 

Continuation New class 

1 Promoted to next grade Next grade  

2 Repetition current class 

3 Leaving the program current class 

11 Successful completion final grade, leaving the program current class 

12 Successful completion final grade + further education Next grade 

 
 

Initially all rows on  the screen have last column  “Selected” checked. 
If this checkbox is unchecked the row is not handled if Apply all is pressed (see below)  

 

 
 

Link Apply all 
 

 
If this link is pressed then the class and specialization of all children in the table where checkbox 

“Selected” is checked are updated. 

Please note that you must start with the highest class first instead of the lowest class to prevent that 
at the end all children are in the same (highest) class. 

 
After selecting the correct code and class you can press Apply All. 

Now all children where the continuation code is “Promoted to next grade”, “Repetition” and “Continue 

further education” and checkbox “Selected” is checked are modified and removed from the list.(see 
below) 

 
 

 
 

Via link “Handle leavings” the remaining children can be handled.  
This works the same as if the leaving is handled via the link Child Leaving on the child details screen 

(see below) . 
 

 
 

Link Delete all 

 
If this link is pressed the list with (remaining) children is cleared 
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WDC507 - Greetings from sponsor 
 

 

This program is started if the user clicks on Greetings from sponsor in the Actions menu at the left 
side of the screen. 

 
 

 
 
 

With this screen it is possible to enter greetings and/or special gifts from sponsors. 

 
The date on the screen initially contains today's date but it is possible to change this date (this date is 

visible in the overview with greetings for a child) 
 

For the first child the whole childnumber must be entered but for the next children only the last part 
of the childnumber must be entered (the number of the school remains on the screen) 

If the number is entered and the TAB key is pressed the name of the child, the name of the donor 

and the status of the child are displayed for a visual check if the correct number is entered. 
 

Then there are some checkboxes to define the nature of the greeting: 
Money / Letter / Present / Photo 

If the money checkbox is checked it is also mandatory to select the destination of the gift: 

(Bible, birthday, clothes, gifts, toys , other) and to enter the amount of the gift. 
Some organizations also enter a number of foodbags. 

If the extra gift comes from W&D NL it is not necessary to enter the gift via this program because 
W&D will also send the extra gifts via Worklist 14 (see WDC414) and via this worklist the financial 

greetings from the sponsors are automatically added to the database. 

 
It is possible to enter a description (f.i. in the case of a present) and to add a scanned letter. 

 
 

Link OK / Save button (button bar) 
 

Then the entry can be confirmed via the ENTER key or the OK button. 

If the entered number does not exists the program gives errormessage "Child not found" 
 

The entered greetings can be printed or exported to Excel via program WDC630 (Printing / Greetings 
from sponsors) 
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WDC508 - Message for sponsoring office 
 

 

 
 
With this option it is possible that people outside the sponsoring office (f.i. teachers and social 

workers) can send information about the child to the sponsoring office. (see screen-print above)  
These messages are added to a new worklist 26 that can be handled by the sponsoring office. 

 

 

WDC509 - Handle thank you letters 
 

It is now possible to create thank you documents via WDCAP. 
The text can be entered via Actions / Handle thank you letters or via Kobo (see below). 

If this option is selected the following startscreen is displayed: 
(This is the same screen as Reporting / Greetings from sponsors.) 
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There are 3 buttons: 

 
Button 1: Received greetings from sponsors 

 
This button uses the selection criteria as shown in the print screen above. This allows the user to get 

an overview of received sponsor greetings to check whether there are sponsor greetings without 

thank you letter. 
 

 
 
In the example above there are 2 greetings received where no thank you letter is sent. 

Via link “Add thank you letter” it is possible to add the thank you letter (see explanation of button 3). 
When there is already a thank you letter entered it can be modified via link “Edit thank you letter”.  

If the already added thank you letter needs to be deleted (only possible before sending it to the 

donor), this can be done via link “Delete thank you letter”. 
(In this case only the thank you letter is deleted and not the received greeting.) 

 
Button 2: Sent thank you letters 

 

If this button is pressed the program displays the entered thank you letters to the sponsors using the 
selection criteria from the first screen. 

It is possible to modify or delete a thank you letter if the letter is still in worklist 30 so it is not sent yet 
to W&D. 

 
 

 
 

 
Button 3: New thank you letter 

 
Via this button it is possible to add a new thank you letter. In this case there is a thank you letter 

created but it is not connected to the related received sponsor greeting . 

The child can be selected via (part of) the child number or the child name (like advanced search). 
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On this screen (which is the same as the edit screen) it is possible to select the language of the 
entered text and 3 mandatory lines with  

“This is my response to your letter” 
“This is what I would like to tell you” 

“This is what I received from you”  

It is also possible to add a portrait photo (optional) that will be printed on the letter. 
 

If you press the ‘save’ button the thank you letter is added to the new worklist 30 (see below). 
Via worklist 30 it is possible to add the translation. (In this case the language code can f.i. be changed 

from Spanish to English.) Only when the language is English the thank you letter can be sent to W&D. 
 

 

Kobo / Thank you letters to sponsors 
 

It is also possible to add thank you letters via Kobo (similar to progress reports via Kobo). This can be 

started via the following link: 
 
https://ee.kobotoolbox.org/x/FtwkcoeF 

 

https://ee.kobotoolbox.org/x/FtwkcoeF
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When you click on Select photo and you do not see the photos on your device then select All Files 

(*.*) at the bottom of the screen. 
 

Please note that the photo must be portrait. The kobo toolbox is not able to test whether the photo is 

portrait but this should be checked by the office staff. In case the photo is not a portrait photo you 
can change the photo in WDCAP via worklist 30. 

 
The entered thank you letters in KOBO will be sent every hour to WDCAP. 

When the correct child information is entered in KOBO (child number and name) the thank you letter 

is automatically added to worklist 30. 
In all other cases the thank you letter is added to worklist 29 for further handling. 
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WDC600 - Reporting 
 

 

 
 

 
 

If the Printing link is pressed at the left side of the screen the following options are possible (if the 
user has sufficient permission) 

 

 
Classes 

Selections 
Left children contact details 

Greetings from sponsors 

Greetings to sponsors 
Sponsorship statistics 

Leaving statistics 
Education statistics 

Daily activity log 

School totals 
 

 

WDC601 - Prints - Children in a class 
 

This program is started if the user clicks on Classes in the Reporting menu at the left side of the 
screen. 
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With this program it is possible to print several lists with a selection of children. 

 

It is mandatory to select a school in the first selection list with schools. 
It is optional to select a class or specialization to narrow down the selection. 

 
By default all children are selected but on the left side of the screen it is possible to indicate with 

radiobuttons that only the sponsored children or only the not sponsored children must be printed. 
 

By default the reports are printed in child number sequence but in the middle of the screen it is 

possible to request a list on class / child number sequence or class / child number sequence or class / 
specialization / child number sequence. 

 
The following reports are available: 

 

Link Children report 
 

This report contains one line per selected child with: 
Child number , Child name , Class , Specialization , M/F , Date of birth 

At the end of the report a line is printed with "Number of printed children:"  
 

 

Link Attendance report 
 

This report contains one line per selected child where the attendance of the children can be marked. 
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The last page contains 12 blank lines where the user can enter new children manually 
 

 

Link Clothes / Shoes 
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WDC610 - Selections 
 

This program is started if the user clicks on Selections in the Reporting menu at the left side of the 
screen. 
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There are several selection options on the screen to create an excel file, list or labels with the selected 

children in the database. 
 

The following optional selection lists are available : 

 

1 Donor List with all donors  

2 School List with all schools  

If a donor was selected then only the schools which belong to that 
donor are displayed. 

3 Class from List with all classes 

If a school was selected then only the classes which belong to that 
school are displayed.  

4 Class until List with all classes 
If a school was selected then only the classes which belong to that 

school are displayed. 

5 Status child List with the possible status of a child: 
(Accepted by donor, Sponsoring fund , Entered, History, Not accepted 

by donor, Sent to Donor, Sponsored, Too old for new sponsor, 22+ 

sponsored, 22+ not sponsored, History) 

6 Language language of the list. 

7 Sponsoring Option 1 - All children (initial value) 

Option 2 – Select only sponsored children (STATUS 1,2,4,5,7) 
Option 3 – Select only not sponsored children (STATUS 0,3,6,8) 

8 Type Option 1 - All children (initial value) 

Option 2 – Select only Group sponsoring children 
Option 3 – Select only Individual sponsoring children 

 
 

If no children are selected the message "No children selected" is displayed. 
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Link Excel 
 

If this link is pressed an excel file is created with the following columns. 
 

A Child number 

B First name 

C Family name 

D M/F 

E Date of birth 

F Date of joining 

G School name 

H Class 

I Sponsor number 

J Sponsor name 

K Last greeting 

L Last photo 

M Last report 

N School number 

O Group sponsoring 

P Donor 

Q Date start sponsoring 

R Date end sponsoring 

S Status 

 

 

 
Link List 

 
If this link is pressed a screen is activated where it is possible to enter text which will be printed in the 

heading line. 

 

 
 

 

If OK is pressed a pdf file is created with the following columns. 
 

1 Child number 

2 First name 

3 Family name 

4 M/F 

5 Date of birth 

6 Date of joining 

7 School name 

8 Class 

9 Sponsor number 

10 Sponsor name 

11 Last greeting 

12 Last photo 
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Link Labels 

 

If this link is pressed a pdf file with labels (Avery 5160 10*3) is created with the following lines. 
 

Line 1 Child number 

Line 2 Child name 

Line 3 School number and school name 

Line 4 Class name 

 
 

Link Download child identity forms 

 
With this option the child identity form for all selected children can be downloaded according to the 

selection criteria that are entered on the screen. 
Based on the date when the child is registered in WDCAP the old or the new layout of the child 

identity form is downloaded.  

 
 

Link Download progress reports 
 

With this option the most recent progress reports can be downloaded for all selected children 
according to the selection criteria that are entered on the screen. 
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WDC611 – Left children contact details 
 

This program is started if the user clicks on Left children contact details in the Reporting menu at 

the left side of the screen. 
 

 
 

With this program it is possible to create an excel file with the contact details of the children which left 

the project in a specific year. 
These contact details can be entered in the database when the leaving form is entered or via link “Left 

children details” on the child details screen of children with status History. 
 

 

WDC620 - Leaving statistics 
 

This program is started if the user clicks on Leaving statistics in the Printing menu at the left side of 

the screen. 
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Link Excel 

 
The leaving statistics contain a summary of the leavings that are entered via the new screens.  

It is possible to select 1 donor and if no donor is selected the statistics are for all donors.  
It is possible to select 1 school and if no school is selected the statistics are for all schools.  

It is mandatory to select a schoolyear. 

The excel file also contains a tab with boys totals and a tab with girls totals 
 

 

 
 

 
Link Leaving statistics Old Style 

 

With this program it is possible to get statistics about the average stay of children (active children and 
the children which already left the project) and the reason of leaving the project. 

 
It is mandatory to select a school first for which the overview must be calculated. 

The initial value of the date for the calculation is the last date of the previous month but it is possible 

to enter an older date to obtain older statistics as the last 6 years which are by default created. 
 

 
Link Print 

 
If this link is pressed the pdf with the statistics is created. 

 

 
Example: 
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WDC625 – Performance management 
 

In the past years partner organizations and Woord en Daad have been discussing how to structurally 
improve the quality of the sponsorship program, both in terms of process and content. In order to get 

insight in the administrative process as well as some content related indicators, we have set up 11 

performance indicators that are automatically monitored in WDCAP. For partner organizations this is 
an opportunity to easily get insight in the general performance of the program. This will be part of the 

W&D quality management, which will be further elaborate and communicate in 2020. 
This new option in the reporting menu activates an overview with the 11 indicators, split in 

administrative and program performance (see below) . Automatically the indicators of yesterday are 

displayed (because the indicators are calculated at the end of the day) but it is possible to select an 
earlier date. Please note that there is no history for the dates before October 31st, 2019. 

With the Print button it is possible to get a print with the indicators.  
 

 = Good /   = Attention /  = Critical 

 

 
 

Click on the details button to see a screen with the values of the last 12 months and an explanation of 
the performance indicator and the status symbols. 
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For indicator Years in program there is an overview available on the details page with the average 

stay in years of the children in the program. 
 

 
 

 

WDC630 - Prints - Greetings from sponsors 
 

This program is started if the user clicks on Greetings from sponsors in the Printing menu at the 

left side of the screen. 
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With this program it is possible to print a list or create an excel file with all the greetings which were 

received from the sponsors. These greetings can be added automatically via the link with W&D or are 

entered manually with WDC507 - Greetings from sponsor 
 

 
The following optional selection lists are available : 

 

1 Donor List with all donors  

2 School List with all schools  

If a donor was selected then only the schools which belong to that 

donor are displayed. 

3 Entered by List with all users  

4 Entered between The starting date and ending date that the greetings were entered. 

The starting date is automatically set to the first date in the previous 
month. 

The end date is automatically set to the last date in the current 
month. 

5 Only type This optional selection list contains all extra gift types  

(Bible, birthday, clothes, gifts, toys , other) 
If a type is selected in this list then only the greetings for this type are 

printed. 

6 Excluding type This optional selection list contains all extra gift types  
(Bible, birthday, clothes, gifts, toys , other) 

If a type is selected in this list then the greetings for this type are not 
printed. 

7 Greeting type If the program is started all 4 greeting types are selected (Letters, 

Presents, Money, Photo) but it is possible to select f.i. only Money. 

 

 

 
 

Link Excel 
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An excel file with the following columns is created 

 

 Column heading 

A ChildNumber 

B SchoolNumber 

C NameSchool 

D ClassName 

E FirstName 

F FamilyName 

G Description 

H LetterFromSponsor 

I PresentFromSponsor 

J MoneyFromSponsor 

K PhotoFromSponsor 

L AmountExtraGift 

M CurrencyExtraGift 

N TypeExtraGift 

O NumberOfBags 

P EnteredBy 

Q EnteredAt 

R DonorName 

S Thankyou letter Entered At 

T Thankyou letter Entered By 

 

 
Link Print 

 
The following document is created. 
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WDC633 - Greetings to Sponsors 
 

 
 

New option to create an excel file with all greetings, photos and progress reports  that were sent to 

the sponsors. 
See above the selection criteria. 
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See example below. 

 

 
 
 

WDC635 - Sponsorship statistics 
 
 

If this option is selected the program automatically creates an Excel file with an overview of the total 
number of children per school / Donor / Sponsored / Type of education /Male or female. 

See below an example of the total lines. 

 

 
 
 

WDC636 – Daily activity log 
 

 
 

With this new reporting program it is possible to get a list of all changes in WDCAP with filters on 

donor, school, user and period.  
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WDC640 - Prints – Education statistics 
 

This program is started if the user clicks on Education statistics in the Reporting menu at the left 
side of the screen. 

 

 
 
 

With this program it is possible to create an excel file with the education statistics. 

 
 

The following optional selection lists are available : 
 

1 Donor List with all donors. If no donor is selected then all donors are 

selected 

2 School List with all schools. If no school is selected then all schools are 

selected 

3 Schoolyear List with all schoolyears 

4 Year calculation Additional option to create statistics per calendar year (the last year of 

the schoolyear if this not ends in the same year as the starting year) 

 
 

Link Indicators 

 
If this link is pressed an excel file is created and activated with the statistics. 
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The last tab in the excel contains all children that are used to calculate the statistics: 
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Link Indicators last 5 years 

 

If this link is pressed an excel file is created and activated with the statistics of the last 5 years . 
This new option on the education statistics screen activates an excel with most indicators for the last 

5 years.  
It is not necessary to select a schoolyear. It is optional to create the excel for 1 donor or 1 school. 

The indicators are calculated at the end of the day so they remain the same the next day. 

This new excel provides partner organisations easy insight in their results over the last 5 years.  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

WDC651 - Biodata form  
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WDC652 - Child data form 
 

 
 

 

 

WDC653 - Child transfer form 
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WDC654 - Child leaving form 
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WDC658 - Progress report  
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WDC700 - General 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

If the General link is pressed at the left side of the screen the following options are possible (if the 
user has sufficient permission) 

 
 

Setup 

Donors 
Schools 

Classes 
Code lists 

Users 
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WDC701 - Setup 
 

This program is started if the user clicks on Setup in the General menu at the left side of the screen. 

 
 

 
 
 

Changes are allowed if the user presses the modify button. (with sufficient permissions) 

 

1.1 Organization number Current organization number (cannot be modified) 

1.2 Organization name Name of the organization 

1.2a Organization address  Max 6 lines (to be printed on the biodata form) 

1.3 Country Country where the organization is located. 

1.4 Logo (image) If a logo for the forms is available it is displayed on the screen 

1.5 Logo link This link allows the user to select a logo which must be printed on 

the reports. 
If there is already a logo defined this link is renamed in Remove 

logo to remove the logo. 

1.8 Village description 1 Additional description for the screen were the address of the 
children is entered. 

1.9 Village description 2 id. 

1.10 Village description 3 id. 

1.11 Intro contact 

reminders after 

After how many months should the introduction greeting to new 

sponsors be sent? 

1.12 Thank you letter after How many months after receiving an extra gift should the thank you 
letter be sent to the sponsors? 

1.13 Answer letter after How many months after receiving a letter should a reply letter be 

sent to the sponsor? 

1.14 Currency on the 

screens 

Currency on the screens. 
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1.15 Organization 
languages 

In which language should the user be able to login to the program 
and is it necessary to translate the code dictionary 

(English, Dutch, French, Spanish) 

 
 

Link Schoolyears 
 

If this link is pressed a new screen is activated where it is possible to enter the schoolyears which are 
used for the education statistics. 

 

 
 

Buttons Action 

Edit Set screen in modify mode 

Save Perform database updates as mentioned below 

History Display previous changes in these settings  

 
 

WDC702 – Overview dashboard rows 
 
 

 
 

If this new menu option is activated you see an overview of all reporting deadlines (sorted by due 

date). 
These deadlines can be entered by the partner organization and will be approved by W&D. 

(For 2019 the deadlines are already entered by W&D). 
Via the new button you get a blank screen to enter a new reporting deadline. 

The initial value for Donor is Woord en Daad  but you can also enter other donors. 

Type can be first greeting letter, second greeting letter, photos, progress reports, new schoolyear. 
Manual description is optional. It is possible to enter fi. a small clarification. 

The due date is the date that the reporting will be finished. 
Schoolyear is only visible if the type is “New Schoolyear” 

 

These reporting deadlines will be approved by W&D. (There is a column “Approved” in the overview 
screen)  
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If the deadlines are not the same for all schools it is possible to add multiple dashboard rows (f.i. for 

the photos) with different due dates and then via button Schools it is possible to define which schools 

belong to the different due dates. 
 

 
 
If you enter a new dashboard row and there are exceptions at school level you can also check the 

option “Exceptions at school level”.  In this case the screen to select schools is activated automatically 

after saving the new dashboard row. 
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WDC710 - Donors 
 

This program is started if the user clicks on Donors in the General menu at the left side of the 

screen. 
 

 

 
 
A new donor can be added via the "new" button in  the buttonbar. (See WDC711 – Donor details) 

An existing donor can be modified and deleted via the detail screen that can be activated if you click 

on the name of the donor. 
 

 

WDC711 - Donor details 
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1.1 Donor number Sequence number of the donor 

1.2 Donor name name of the donor 

1.3 Country Country where the donor is located 

1.4 Language Language of the donor 

1.5 Currency Currency of the donor 

1.6 Automatic connection Check this checkbox for W&D NL 

 

 

Buttons Action 

Back Activate the previous screen with donors 

Edit Set screen in modify mode 

Delete The program asks acknowledgement first: "Are you sure to delete donor"  
If there are still children in the database which are linked to this donor the 

message  

"Deletion not allowed, still children present which refer to this donor" is displayed. 
If there are still schools in the database which are linked to this donor the 

message "Deletion not allowed, still school(s) present which refer to this donor" is 
displayed 

Save Perform database updates  

History Display history of previous changes 

 
 

It is possible to configure the donor details that the documents that are currently sent electronically to 
Woord en Daad will be sent via email to other donors. 

This is available for the following  

Worklist 1 – Biodata forms 
Worklist 5 – New greetings  

Worklist 7 – Transfers 
Worklist 8 – Leavings 

Messages. 

If you want to activate this feature then please contact Jan den Oudsten (oudsten@wxs.nl) 
 

 
 

WDC720 - Schools 
 
This program is started if the user clicks on Schools in the General menu at the left side of the 

screen. 

 
 

 
 

 
This screen contains all schools which are defined for the current organization. 

 

mailto:oudsten@wxs.nl
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There is a checkbox ”Include history” to indicate that all schools (including the inactive) must be 

displayed. 

 
A new school can be added via the "new" button in  the buttonbar. (See WDC721 – School details) 

An existing school can be modified and deleted via the detail screen that can be activated if you click 
on the name of the school. 

 

 

WDC721 - School detail 
 

 
 

1.1 School number School number which is used by the partner and W&D (3 digites) 

1.2 School name Name of the school 

1.3 Country Country where the school is located (initial value is country of the 

organization) 

1.4 Donor Donor who supports this school. 

1.5 Minimum child age Minimum age of children in the school 

1.6 Maximum child age Maximum age of children in the school 

1.7 Dayschooler / 

Residential 

Are the children mainly dayschoolers or residential. 

1.8 Boy/girl Are the children mainly boys or girls (to preselect this value if new 

children are entered) 

1.9 School photo With the paperclip it is possible to add a photo of the school. This 
photo is printed on the progress report. 

1.10 Description photo If the photo is uploaded it is necessary to enter here some text to 

describe the photo. This text is also printed on the progress report. 

1.11 Inactive If a school has no active children it is possible to mark the checkbox 

“inactive”. If this is marked and saved this school is no longer visible 

in the selection lists in WDCAP. In the menu General / Schools there 
is a checkbox ”Include history” to indicate that all schools (including 

the inactive) must be displayed. 

 

 

Link School totals 
 

Activate WDC121 - Totals of all schools 
 

Link School year 
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Activate a screen to enter the school years (for the education statistics) if the school years are 

different from the school years that can be defined at partner level (see WDC701) 
 

Link Classes 
 

Activate WDC732 – Classes in a school to see the classes that are present in the selected school. 

 
 

Buttons Action 

Back back to previous screen 

Edit Set screen in modify mode 

Delete The program asks acknowledgement first: "Are you sure to delete school"  

If there are still children in the database which are linked to this school the 
message "Deletion not allowed, still children present which refer to this school" is 

displayed 
If there are still classes in the database which are linked to this school the 

message  

" Deletion not allowed, still class(es) present which refer to this school " is 
displayed 

Save Perform database updates  

History Display history of previous changes 

 

 

WDC730 - Classes 
 
 

This program is started if the user clicks on Classes in the General menu at the left side of the 
screen. 

 

 
 

This screen contains all classes which are available for the whole organization so not for a specific 

school. 
There is a column with the class name for every supported language. 

 
There is a checkbox ”Include history” to indicate that all classes (including the inactive) must be 

displayed. 

 
A new class can be added via the "new" button in  the buttonbar. (See WDC731 – School details) 

An existing class can be modified and deleted via the detail screen that can be activated if you click on 
the name of the class. 
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Link available classes in school 
 

Activate WDC732 where you can define which classes belong to a school 
 

 

 

WDC731 - Detail screen to enter or modify a class 
 

 
 
 

If a class has no active children it is possible to mark the checkbox “inactive”. If this is marked and 
saved this class is no longer visible in the selection lists in WDCAP. In the menu General / Classes 

there is a checkbox ”Include history” to indicate that all classes (including the inactive) must be 

displayed. 
 

Class number and Education type refer to the standard classes and education types which are used in 
the education statistics. 

 
PPE = Pre-primary education 

PE = Primary education  Classes 1-13 

SE = Secundary education Classes 1-13 
HE = Higher education 

VE = Vocational education 
 

Buttons Action 

Back back to previous screen 

Edit Open the detail screen to modify the selected class 

Delete If the selected class is still used for one or more children then errormessage: 

"Deletion not allowed, there are children where this class is defined" 
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WDC732 - Classes in a school 
 

 

 
 

 
With this screen it is possible to define which classes are present in a school. 

At the first line of the screen the school must be selected. 
 

The left side of the screen contains the classes which are already defined for this school. 

The right side of the screen contains the available classes in the organization which are not yet 
allocated for this school. 

 
It is possible with the <- and -> buttons to move classes from left to right and back. 

It is possible with the other buttons to move classes from the top to the bottom. This sequence is 
important for the program Actions / New school year. The sequence on this screen defines the 

sequence of the classes in a school. 

Via the checkboxes it is possible to select multiple classes first and then press on the arrow buttons. 
 

 

Buttons Action 

Back Go back to previous screen 

Save Perform database updates as described below. 

 
 

Link Copy classes from another school 

 
This link is only enabled is there are no classes yet defined for the selected school. 

On the next screen it is possible to select a school where the classes can be copied from. 
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Via the Copy classes link or the save button the classes are copied from the selected school to the 
new school. 

 

 
 

Link Subjects 
 

With this link the next screen can be activated to select the class where the subjects can be copied 
from. 

It is possible with the <- and -> buttons to move subjects from left to right and back. 
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Link Specializations 

 
With this link the next screen can be activated to select the class where the specializations can be 

copied from the list of available specializations which can be entered via General / Code lists. 
 

 
 

It is possible with the <- and -> buttons to move specializations from left to right and back. 
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WDC740 - Code lists 
 

This program is started if the user clicks on Code lists in the General menu at the left side of the 

screen. 
 

 
 

 
The radiobuttons on top of the screen indicate the dictionary type: 

 

DICTIONARY_TYPE Description 

1 Health 

2 Type of house 

3 Lives with 

4 Occupation 

5 Religion 

6 Class subject 

7 Specialization 

8 ID type 

9 Transport to school 

 

There is a column on the screen for every supported language. (see menu General / Setup)  
 

 

Buttons Action 

Query Display a detail screen with the name 

New Display a detail screen to enter a new code 

Edit Display a detail screen to modify the selected code 

Delete Deletion of the code is not allowed if the selected code is used for one or more 
children. 

Previous Next Browse through the lines in the table on the screen 
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WDC760 - User maintenance - list 
 

 
This program is started if the user clicks on Users in the General menu at the left side of the screen. 

 

 
 

With this program it is possible to change user details but only within the current organization of the 
user. 

 

Checkbox Include history 
 

If this checkbox is checked then also the users who already left the organization are displayed. 
 

 

A new user can be added via the "new" button in  the buttonbar. (See WDC761 – User details) 
An existing user can be modified and deleted via the detail screen that can be activated if you click on 

the name of the user. 
 

 

WDC761 - User maintenance - details 
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This detail screen contains the following fields: 
 

1 User ID (for login) This is the unique User id that is required to start WDCAP 
(If the user id is already used by another organization you get 

an errormessage) 

2 Full name of the user  

3 Language You can select any of the languages that are defined on the 
setup screen (WDC701) 

4 Email address This address is used for a password reset (WDC002) and if 
the user must be informed if there is a new message sent by 

W&D  

5 Password  

6 Start date If the start date is in the future the user cannot login yet 

7 End date No date = user is active / If the end date is in the past the 

user cannot login. 

8 Login Failures This field contains the number of failed logins with this userid. 
If the login is successful this counter is set to 0. 

9 Notify when new message 

received 

If you check this option this user will receive an email when 

W&D has sent a new message. 

10 Menu permissions Has the user permission for Search / Schools / Messages / 

Worklist / Actions / Reporting / General 

11 Allowed to read children in 
all schools 

 

12 Allowed to add children in all 

schools 

 

13 Allowed to modify children in 

all schools 
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14 Allowed to delete children in 
all schools 

 

15 Change password next login If you check this option this user must enter a new password 

the next time the user starts WDCAP. 

16 Account blocked If the user has entered too often a wrong password the 

account is blocked. If you remove the checkbox the account is 
enabled again. 

 

Link change password 
 

This link can only be pressed in modify mode and allows you to enter a new password for the selected 

user via WDC002. 
 

 
Program permissions 

 
Via this link you can define at screen level (so not at the mail menu level see 10. Above) which screen 

the user is allowed to use (Read / Add / Modify / Delete)  

 
Allowed schools 

 
Via this screen you can define at school level if the user has permission for this school  (Read / Add / 

Modify / Delete) if the user is not allowed to see all school. 

 
Allowed donors 

 
If there are multiple donors then it is possible to define for every WDCAP-user which donor is allowed. 

So if in the example above W&D CA/US is not checked the user is not able to see the children that are 
sponsored by W&D CA/US. 

 

 
 

Buttons Action 

Back Go to the previous screen 

Edit Allow the user to modify something on the screen 

Save Save all changes in the database 

Delete Deletion of the user is not allowed  
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KOBO Toolbox – Progress reports 
 

 

If you have a slow internet connection or no internet connection you can now use KOBO tools to enter 
the progress report.  

This allows you to enter the reports without internet connection and as soon as you have internet 
connection the reports are automatically sent to WDCAP. There could be a delay of max. 1 hour 

before the progress report is visible in WDCAP. 

If the child number and name of the entered child correspond with an existing child the progress 
report is automatically added to worklist 10 as if the report was entered via WDCAP. 

If the child number does not exist or if the child name does not match the child number the entered 
progress report is added to a new worklist 23. 

 

 

2020 Progress report 
 

 
KOBO2020  can be started as follows: https://ee.kobotoolbox.org/x/pV5cacwj 

Please make a favorite in your browser to start KOBO.  
(More general background information about the KOBO Toolbox can be found via 

https://www.kobotoolbox.org/ ) 

 
 

 
 
 

Sometimes you will get a message that there is a new version of the entry form available. 
In this case please press the Refresh button in your browser as requested. 

 

The information that must be entered is the same as via WDCAP. (see above) 

https://ee.kobotoolbox.org/x/pV5cacwj
https://www.kobotoolbox.org/
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If all details are entered you can press the Submit button.  

If mandatory fields are not entered you will get an errormessage. 
 

 
If there is no internet connection the entered progress reports will be saved in your browser and will 

be sent to WDCAP if there is an internet connection. 

On the top left side of the screen you can see if there are progress reports entered but not sent to 
WDCAP yet. You get also the message below: 
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Thank you letters to sponsors 
 

It is also possible to add thank you letters via Kobo (similar to progress reports via Kobo). This can be 

started via the following link: 
 
https://ee.kobotoolbox.org/x/FtwkcoeF 

 

 
 
When you click on Select photo and you do not see the photos on your device then select All Files 

(*.*) at the bottom of the screen. 
 

Please note that the photo must be portrait. The kobo toolbox is not able to test whether the photo is 

portrait but this should be checked by the office staff. In case the photo is not a portrait photo you 
can change the photo in WDCAP via worklist 30. 

 
The entered thank you letters in KOBO will be sent every hour to WDCAP. 

When the correct child information is entered in KOBO (child number and name) the thank you letter 

is automatically added to worklist 30. 
In all other cases the thank you letter is added to worklist 29 for further handling. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

https://ee.kobotoolbox.org/x/FtwkcoeF

